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SJSU picks
Richard
Former NAIA coach chosen to lead
women’s basketball rebuilding
By Donna Carmichael
Staff Writer

Janice Richard will assume
her duties as new head coach of
the women’s basketball team at
San Jose State University
immediately, Athletic Director
Chuck Bell announced Monday.
The 35 -year-old Richard
takes over for Karen Smith, who
announced her resignation in
January. Richard (pronounced
REE-Shard), described by former teachers and colleagues as
having a great work ethic and
an ability to make things happen with very few resources, will
have to call upon those talents
with the Spartans.
SJSITs women’s basketball
team hasn’t enjoyed a winning
season since 1993-1994 and not
since 1982-1983 before that.
Last year when the Spartans
lost 20 straight games, tickets
had to be given away.
Despite the Spartans record
and reputation as a "graveyard
for coaches," the selection committee was inundated with

applications
for the job of
head coach,
according to
Bell.
"We had
lots and lots
people
of
apply,
but
it’s a family
here and we
had to get
Janice Richard the right fit,
and we think Janice is that fit,"
Bell said.
Richard is starting the job
fresh from a year off that she
spent caring for her newborn
son, Otis Jr. Prior to that hiatus,
Richard was head basketball
coach at Xavier University in
New Orleans. Richard chalked
up a 159-34 record in six seasons
at Xavier, where she led her
National
team
into
the
Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics tournament and was
named "Coach of the Year" four
times by the association.
Richard is a 1986 graduate of

A student looks at the signs protesting the building of the joint library,
in front of the SJSU’s Student Resource Center in Wahlquist Central

See Richard, page 8

The Wahlquist solution?

Holstrom’s protest
scores new class
By Heidi Marie Ortmann
Stedrwrirer
Geography instructor Marcia
Holstrom’s protest opened the
door to her new classroom.
Holstrom
taught
her
Geography 101 class on the Tower
Lawn March 2 to protest the
cramped conditions in the modular units. Her class, as well as
other students and faculty were
moved to the modular units
March 1 when renovations began
on the business classrooms.
Holstrom said she was unhappy with the size of the modular
classroom and lack of wall maps
and a screen for slide projections.
"We were told the modular
units would duplicate the conditions in the Business Classroom
building," Holstrom said.
According to Holstrom, the
modular classroom could fit 20

Sugano/Spartan Daily
on carnpus. Faculty members are protesting because they would be
relocated to the first floor of the 10th Street garage during construction.

The banishment into the 10th Street garage angers staff
Note. This /5 /11(’ 1115( 111
four-part series. highlighting the
health and safety aspect of moving Student Services to the 10th
Street garage.

EdlIOT 5

students comfortably, but 45 are
enrolled in the class.
Students in the class were also
unhappy with the lack of space.
"With this class, we’re like sardines in here," said Guylaine
Castro, a public relations student.
"It’s really suffocating. You have
to air out the room when you
come in. There are too many people in this room."
After Holstrom’s protest, she
was informed by executive assistant to the president Daniel
Buerger that her class would
move to a room in the Industrial
Studies building.
Industrial Technology division
Chair Seth
Bates offered
Holatrom the classroom after
learning about her demonstration.
’We’re delighted to help," he

See Holstrom, page 10

By D.S. Perez
StaffWriter
"Put Caret in the garage!"
states a sign that adorns the windows of Wahlquist Central’s
Student Resource Center.
The sign, along with several
fliers, are the employees’ sentiments toward the proposed joint
library between San Jose State
University and the city of San
Jose. The library will be built
where the Wahlquist buildings
are now situated, on the comer of
Fourth and San Fernando streets.
All employees and services
located in the three Wahlquist
buildings, such as financial aid,

cashiering,
admissions
and
records and general education
advising will be temporarily relocated to the first floor of the 10th
Street garage while construction
for the joint library project is
underway.
The office space, a $13 million
task that is part of the $121 million joint library project, will possibly be approved by July, accord-

Davis turns from outcast to activist
UCSC professor
speaks at women’s
history month venue
By Terri Thorp
StaffWriter
In 1970, Angela Davis was on
the FBI’s ten most wanted list.
Today, Davis is internationally
known for her work as an activist
for women’s rights, as well as
racial and economic justice.
Davis is currently a tenured
professor in the history of consciousness department at the
University of Califomia, Santa
Cruz. The author of flve books and
several articles, Davis has lectured across the United States,
Africa, Europe, the Caribbean and
the former Soviet Union.
As part of women’s history
month, Davis spoke to a diverse
crowd of about 300 people Friday

Spartan Daily lile. photo
Angela Davis, shown speaking at a 1975 rally, talked to a crowd of
about 300 people Friday at Mission College. Davis talked about social
injustice and women’s prison issues.

at Mission College about the
importance of social justice and
women’s prison reform.
"She speaks with such eloquence," said Francella Stevens, a
psychology major at San Jose
State University. "I admire her
activism. She had a lot of information about the work I want to
do as a social activist."
According to Davis, she gained
national attention in 1969 when
she was removed from her teaching position in the philosophy
department at the University of
California, Los Angeles because of
her social activism and membership in the Communist Party.
"I was hired and asked to teach
a class in Marxism in the philosophy department," Davis said. "I
was fired before I was able to
teach my first class. This is how
most people becarne aware of my
name."
In the following year, 1970,

See Davis, page 10

Mg to Alan Freeman, SJSU’s ot planning design and construcdirector of planning design and tion, understands what the
employees fear.
construction.
ni admit, right now it is a
This coincides with the passing
of the governor’s budget, which dark and gloomy place," Zavagno
would give the university the said of the garage. "We can’t
funds necessary for the undertak- design a usable building in three
months without input. It’s been a
ing.
Karla Larson, student resource lengthy process."
Previous plans to house the
adviser, said she grudgingly
accepts what possibly could be her services and personnel ranged
from taking over the residence
new office.
"They’ve had an answer for halls or using modulars similar to
every one of our concems, but the ones outside the Business
Tower to tent facilities.
until we see it...," she said.
The idea SJSU selected was
Employees fear the five floors
of cars above them, earthquake the first floor of the 10th Street
safety, air quality, health hazards garage because a university study
found that it would cost $2 million
and security.
"I don’t think it’s a good idea to less than constructing a tent
put these people in this situation, structure on the top of the garage.
"We looked at the possibility of
to gamble with their lives by placing them in a hazardous area," bungalows, modulars or trailers,
said Frank Schiavo, SJSU envi- but from the cost point of view
ronmental studies lecturer.
See Wahlquist, page 10
Jim Zavagno, associate director

Appointments now required
at admissions and records
By Katrina Toranski
SteWriter
The recent change in the
admissions and records general
education advising might surprise some students. They can’t
drop in anymore.
On March 1, admissions and
records changed its policy to
appointment only, in order to
improve student advising, said
Lewis Bundy, director of academic services.
"We’re trying to figure out how to
operate best and serve the students better," said Bundy, who
was involved in the decision to
change the system, which falls
under admissions and records.
The advising center is located in
the Admissions and Records
building. Bundy said the old system was very messy. With drop-in
appointments, students had to sit

and wait for their turn to talk to
an adviser.
With the new system, advisers
can prepare for their appointments by pulling out records and
transcripts so the advising session is quicker and more organized, Bundy said.
Under the old system, students
would wait for about an hour to
see an adviser, he said.
"If students had a class and
came back, their name went on
the bottom of the list," she said.
Bundy said he does not feel the
new system is unfair for students,
but many students are not aware
of it. General education advising,
he said, is something that does
not have to be dealt with immediately. According to Bundy, the
system changed so it will work
better for students. Someone will
be there to assist people unaware

See Admissions, page 10
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Forget ’The View,’ get ready to go ’Nuts’
New measure can hurt
kids who not class -ready
(U-WIRE) TAMPA, Fla. Apparently, someone forgot
to tell congressional Republicans that Jeb Bush
promised less government intrusion into private lives.
Republican legislators are endorsing a measure
requiring children turning five on or before Sept. 1 to
begin kindergarten.
The author of the bill, Republican Sen. Evelyn
Lynn, says the measure would make students feel
more comfortable with their classmates because they
will be guaranteed to be close in age.
It is likely, however, the provision would hurt more
children than it would help. Saying all five-year-olds
are ready to enter kindergarten is an unjust intrusion
into family matters and an attempt to take another
decision away from parents.
Although most children already enter a school by
the age of five, the law only requires children to be
enrolled in class when they turn six.
The decision to enroll children before the age of six
is left up to the child’s parents - as it should be. Being
enrolled in school is an important developmental step
and cannot be looked upon lightly.
Every child develops at a different pace.
Enrolling a child too early may have severe consequences.
Even the state education department has cautioned against the proposed legislation citing, "the
large range of physical and emotional readiness
exhibited by five-year-olds entering kindergarten."
Guardians, not lawmakers, can make the most accurate assessment of a child’s readiness to start school.
Guardians cannot afford to give this proposed measure a passing grade.
Pretending every child develops at the same pace
and is ready to enter school by five is an obvious
example of the government failing to do its homework.

someone please bring me Phil Donahue, so
Can
I can slap his silly ass? He is responsible for
the demise of Western society. It was his talk
show that spawned the glut of really bad daytime
television.
Donahue’s show was the first of its kind. Then
Oprah carne along, and she apparently left the door
open on her way into TV land. Now, it seems as
though every failed comedian, athlete, Star Search
winner iuid journalist is landing a talk show.
I have to admit, I do watch Jenny Jones or Jerry
Springer occasionally. Not because I want to, but
because I fun forced to. What self respecting man is
going to turn off "My wife’s secret life as a lesbian
porn star" or "Mousy women who want a slutty
makeover"?
Last week, a pilot, called "Girlfriends" based on
the success of ABC’s "The View," was wrapped up.
"Girlfriends" will be hosted by a predominantly
black cast, according to the New York Daily News.
Robin Givens (Mike Tyson’s ex-wife) and Kym
Whitley will host the show, which will expand on the
concept of ’The View."
Rather than pontificate about what absolute crap
these shows are, I figured, why not join the fray?
Next week I have a meeting with the only station
to put my idea on TV. I
or stupid enough
bold
am pitching "The View" for guys. I am calling my
show "Just Nuts."
After all, if Fox is willing to have some idiot shoot
milk out of his tear duct on Guinness World Records,
then I am a leadpipe cinch for an Emmy.
Not wanting to mess with success, "Just Nuts"
will follow the format of "The View" -- with a few
minor changes.
First, I have assembled a cast that all guys can
relate to. There will be the grizzled veteran me. I
have been through the battle of the sexes and minus
a few Purple Hearts have come through unscathed.
Next, will be The Lover/Player" we will call him

Jon Perez, the Executive Editor. Jon will be the sexual expert and the main draw for the core female
audience. Then, "Just Nuts" will have "The Lovable
Party Guy" we will call him Jeremiah Oshan, the
Sports Editor. Jeremiah will add humor and wackiness to the show. Finally, we will have "The quirky/
Kramer type" we will call him John Meyer, the
Entertainment Editor. John will be quiet, but knowledgeable. He will also bust out with some zany
stunts every now and then.
Instead of sitting around a coffee table in a posh
living room like Barbara Walters and her cohorts,
the guys of "Nuts" will hold an informal poker game
everyday. With the "Men, men, men" song from
"Monty Python" as a theme, the show will be set in
a garage complete with the velvet "Dogs-playingpoker" rugs adorning the walls, the free-flowing keg
and the thick cigar smoke. Basically, "Nuts" will be
all about being a man.
Just like ’The View," we will talk about current
events, only we will add a male perspective.
Naturally, there will be a recap of the previous day’s
sporting life, along with our view about issues such
as the Clinton/Lewinsky affair and how we’d handle
the Kosovo situation.
We bring in a range of guests both male and
female, famous and infamous to offer insights
other than our warped views.

was nice to finally see something about HipItHop in the Spartan Daily. I thought the concert
review was OK for the most part, but I noticed a
few discrepancies.
First of all,the pianist name was not Rahzel, but
Kemal. Rahzel is the one you see on the MTV commercials with Foxy Brown and Slick Rick beatboxing
while they rap.
Another thing is that Common is not a "progressive" hip hop artist but simply a hip hop artist.
Because he chooses to put meaning into his lyrics
while the mekjority do not, does not make him progressive, and no, he is not "keeping it real."
One question Ryan, how is losing your shoe and
wanting it back materialistic?
If you remember the show did go on with
Common doing a freestyle about his missing shoe,
which was, at the very least, comedic.
You also forgot to mention the Dice Raw was also
performing with The Roots.
Although I, too, was sad not to see Erykah Badu
at the show, Jill Scott (the lady who actually wrote
the chorus for the song "You Got Me") filled in nicely and did a great job of slowing down the chorus so
you could understand the words.
Don’t get me wrong, Tut no hip hop expert, but I
just felt like The Roots w4ren’t done total justice by
the review, and so you have my response.
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"Nuts" would feature regular segments like the
"March Madness of Hot Chicks," where we’d place
for example women newscasters in
women
tournament-style brackets and have our audience
vote for the winners of each round. We’d play "The
Would’ya Game," where you must choose between
two really unpleasant choices. For instance,
"Would’ya rather lose your hand or your foot?"
"Nuts" would offer the audience a chance to participate with the ’What would you do for a hundred
bucks game?" We’d set up stunts like eating a can
of dog food or swim in a pool of vinegar and offer
$100 for contestants who were up to the challenge.
Each host would also have his own segment.
Mine would cater to married men. I would offer
advice concerning wives, free time and shipping the
kids off to grandma’s for a night of "like-we-werestill-dating-sex." Perez would offer insights to the
psyche of what it takes to make any woman yours.
Oshan would offer party tips, such as how to ckrink
all night on $2.50. Meyer’s segment will be as eclectic as he is. They will range from "Clubs where your
guaranteed to get laid" to "How to rate the upcoming
NFL draft."
We’d also offer timely specials for instance, the
Oscars are coming up, and we’d take over the red
carpet and dish dirt like nobody’s business. Forget
Joan Rivers, we’d tell men what they really want to
how many breasts spilled out of stars
know
evening gowns. The hottest female Oscar star would
win the coveted "Ashley Judd Award" in honor of
Judd’s walk across the stage at last year’s show.
Will I ever become a major TV star, who hob-nobs
with the upper crust of America? Probably not, but
if I ever do, the first guest on "Nuts" will be Phil
Donahue, and you’ll know why.

Someone out there is listening
after all. Almost three years
after Proposition 215 was
passed and supposedly legalized
marijuana for medicinal use,
California’s new Attorney General
Bill Lockyer has instructed law
enforcement officials to figure out a
way the law can work. Proposition
215 said people with a doctor’s prescription could legally use and carry
marijuana.
Ever since Proposition 215 passed
with nearly 60 percent of the vote
it has been tied up by the federal
government, which has insisted that
it is illegal.
Federal law says marijuana can not be used for
any purpose. While some local law enforcement
officials have chosen to work out ways to allow
patients to use marijuana Arcata’s police chief
gave about 100 identification cards to city residents that allows them to have marijuana for
medical purposes most cities have failed to provide legal places for people to purchase medicinal
marijuana.
San Jose, for instance, had a place for people to
buy medicinal marijuana, but it was closed down
because it was accused of selling to people without a prescription. Other cities have run into similar problems.
Since this medicinal marijuana thing has
received nothing but threats from the federal government meaning the federal government has
done absolutely nothing to help implement the
will of the people it is nice to see someone with
real authority is actually taking up the cause of
Californians who need medicinal marijuana.
Lockyer, a democrat who replaced Dan
Lungren as attorney general in the 1998 elections, openly admits to voting for Proposition 215.
He seems to be the only politician with any sense,
especially when he told the Los Angeles Times,
"the attorney geneeal has a duty to try to effectuate the people’s will."
Statements such as that are a breath of fresh
air to me. For all too long, I have been scolded by
police officers at this school and students for calling for the outright legalization of marijuana and
other drugs.
While this kind of dialogue that Lodcyer is promoting is important for an issue such as this,

there are far too few people who have
openly voiced their support over
Proposition 215.
It is not such as this is an issue
which is supported by some radical
minority. States like Washington,
Alaska, Oregon, Nevada and Arizona
have also voted in similar legislation.
Colorado and Washington D.C. have
also attempted to pass such a law, but
in both cases the votes were never
officially counted.
Lockyer’s call for something to be
worked out is by no means a radical
step. Lockyer is simply doing the job
the people of California elected him to
do, and for the first time, someone is doing it the
way the people want.
But for legislation such as Proposition 215 to
get past these very embryonic stages, more people
in power must step up to their responsibility the
game way Lockyer has.
This issue is beyond the stage where people
can simply say, "the use of marijuana is wrong,
and if we legalize it, the wrong message will be
sent to the kids."
Drugs are everywhere, and the only way to
keep kids from using them is to be honest and
open about drugs. Kids have already shown that
no amount of anti-drug advertising will sway
their decision to use or not to use. If kids view
drugs as a choice, and not some enticing mystery,
then maybe they will choose to not use.
The real issue here is that far too many people,
who otherwise are upstanding and positive people in the community, are sitting in jail because of
marijuana charges.
Legalizing marijuana for medicinal use is a
step in the right direction, and it is the humane
thing to do. There is absolutely no reason people
with diseases such as glaucoma and cancer
should be barred from using a drug that can ease
their pain.
I do not hide my desire to see all drugs legalized, but because that is not going to happen any
time soon, it is nice to see everyone involved in
major-party politics is not completely out of
touch.
Jeremiah Oshan is the
Spartan Daily sports editor
"Prophecies’ appears every Tuesday.

Alonso Alcantar
Liberal Studies

Local phone service
fees gouge students
is it that San Jose State residence hall
students have to pay for local phone serWy
vice? Cal Poly San Luis Obispo, San Diego
State, UNLV, and other schools I checked have free
local phone service.
Are we being gouged? I think so.
Daniel Offerman
Hospitality Management

Tragic deaths make
no sense to friend
was with shock and grief that I learned of the
Itdeath of my close friend Terence Freitas, one of
the three Americans murdered in Columbia.
Terry was a person full of tremendous compassion
for those in need of help.
His work to inform others of the injustices done
to the U’wa people was tragically cut short. Terry
was also an optimist, who taught me to look for silver-linings during the cloudy time in life.
He would have wanted some good to come from
what is otherwise a dark mournful time. In trying
to understand why someone would want to silence
Terry and his colleagues, I stumbled upon the following Web sites:
http://kaflut .uvic.ca/-vipirg/SISIS/emerg/oct2 1 u
wa.html
http://www.ran.org/ran/info_center/aa/uwa_upda
te.htinl
The affiliation of those responsible for the violent
death of my friend and his co-workers remains
unknown.
But regardless of who is responsible for the
deaths, we can all be responsible for assuring that
their deaths are not in vain.
If some of your readers spend a few minutes
learning about the U’iva culture, and why Terry
thought it worth risking his life to help this small
tribe, then together we can be the silver-lining to
this story.
Melinda Sarte
Graduate Student, Biology
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Manson hurt
INGLEWOOD, Calif. (AP) Shock rocker Marilyn Manson
has canceled three concerts after
spraining an ankle during a
show.
Manson hurt himself jumping
from a speaker onto the stage
Sunday night at the Great
Western Forum. The concert was
cut short.
Manson was advised to rest
his ankle for five days. He canceled shows in San Diego, Las
Vegas and Phoenix.

Dennehy sick
NEW YORK (AP) - Broadway’s
"Death of a Salesman" star Brian
Dennehy was hospitalized with
what his spokesman said was
high blood pressure.
The beefy, 59-year-old actor
went to the hospital around 3
a.m. Sunday because he felt ill
and couldn’t sleep.
The Sunday matinee performance was canceled because
Dennehy, whose role as Willy
Loman requires him to be on
stage for almost three hours, has
no understudy.
The next performance is
scheduled for Tuesday.
Doctors were expected to make
a recommendation on whether he
should cancel a few performances
before releasing him. He will be
released from the hospital
Monday.
But a producer of the show
said the actor doesn’t want to
miss another performance.
"As a matter of caution, I
thought he might want to have
another day’s rest, even just as
the result of being in the hospital
for a day, but he is insisting he
will go on," said "Salesman" producer David Richenthal.

Hitchcock art
OXFORD, England (AP) - An
exhibition exploring Alfred
Hitchcock’s influence on contemporary art is being put together
by Oxford’s Museum of Modern
Art.
The show, called "Notorious"
after the 1946 Hitchcock movie,
will run from July 11 to Oct. 3
and then go on tour.
"We think it will be a unique
celebration of Hitchcock in this
centennial year of his birth,"
said the museum’s American
director, Kerry Brougher.
The museum has commissioned and selected works by 12
artists who explore the themes
- most notably fear - that
obsessed Hitchcock. Their works
incorporate film clips, photographs and sound.
The director died in 1980. His

films include "Strangers on a
Train," "Rear Window," "The
Birds" and "Psycho."

Menuhin sad
MUNICH, Germany (AP) - In
an interview before his death last
week, violinist Yehudi Menuhin
lamented the disappearance of
music from the streets.
"All of the street musicians,
the street music, has disappeared," he said in a March 2
interview published Monday in
the newspaper Sueddeutsche
Zeitung.
"It’s no longer possible to sing
on the streets. It’s so noisy, and
the air is too bad."
Menuhin died in Berlin on
Friday at 82.

Monica tour
GLASGOW, Scotland (AP) Monica Lewinsky was greeted by
a cheering crowd Monday as her
19-stop British book tour rolled
into Scotland.
North Glasgow College students Lisa Hutchinson and AnneMarie McGroarty were among
those who lined up early to get
copies of "Monica’s Story" signed.
They donned Clinton masks and
waved cigars.
"I think she’s really cool, and
we know it’s probably not very
original, but we thought it would
be funny to do it," Hutchinson
said.

Quotefor the Daily
-Ralph Waldo Emerson
Axnerican Existentialist
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Book Sales
The Library Donations and
Sales Unit will hold book sales
every Tuesday and Wednesday
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the
Clark Library lobby and
Wahlquist Library North, room
408. For more information, call
the acquisitions department at
924-2705.
Breaktime for Late Afternoon
and Evening Students
The Student Life Center will
hold activities from 4 to 5:45 p.m.
in the University Room. For more
information. call Jane Boyd at
924-5950.
Marketing Association
Heidi Penman from Flextronics
International will speak on corporate marketing at 4:30 p.m. in the
Costonoan Room, Student Union.
For more information, call Hanh
at 251-1653.
Student Art Exhibits
The School of Art and Design
will present student art from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art and
Industrial Science buildings. For
more information, call Scott or
Jenny at 924-4330.
Leadership Skills for a
Multicultural World workshop
"Mosaic," the Multicultural
Center, will hold the workshop
from 3 to 5 p.m. in the Student
Union. For more information, call
Raji Pannu at 924-6255.

Free Trip to Technology
Museum of Innovation
The math and science teacher
education program will provide
free admission to the museum for
science and math majors at 9:30
a.m. Interested students should
meet at Duncan Hall, room 224.
For more information, call Lou at
292-1356.

Daily Mass
Catholic Campus Ministry will
hold Mass at 12:10 p.m. at the
Campus Ministry Center, located
at San Carlos and 10th streets For
more information, call Ginny
938-1610.
Water Polo Practice
Practice from 8 to 10 p.m. at
the Aquatic Center. For more
information, call Grant Blackburn
at (660) 363-2271.
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International Relations
Association
The club will host s speaker
regarding women in the 21st
Century at 1:90 p.m. in Council
Chambers, Student Union. For
more information, call Dana
Chiadi at 241-6105.

Book Sales
The Library Donations and
Sales Unit will hold book sales
every Tuesday and Wednesday
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the
Clark Library lobby and
Wahlquist Library North, room
408. For more information, call
the acquisitions department at
924-2705.

Women’s Group
Female students wishing to
join women’s group for discussion
on life issues and networking,
please call the group at 356-4966.

Career Center Co-op Workshop
Workshop at 12:30 p.m. in
Costonoan Room, Student Union.
For more information, call the
center at 924-6033.

Free Movie
Sigma Alpha Mu will present
"2001: A Space Odyssey,’ at 8 p.m.
in old science building, room 142.
Everyone welcome. For more
information, call, Tim at 9243274.

Association of Black Students
General meeting at 6:30 p.m.
in Duncan Hall, room 505. For
more information, call Tre at 9248280.

Body Composition Testing
The nutrition and food science
department will provide bioelectrical impedance testing from 10:30
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. in the Central
Classroom building, room 103.
Cost is 55 for students, faculty and
staff. For more information, call
James Burke at 293- 9225.

School of Music and Dance
Company One will present "A
New World,’ at 7 p.m. at the
University Theatre. For more
information and tickets, call 9244555.

Today

German Film Screening
The German club and Auteur
will screen "Aguirre, The Wrath of
God," at 5 p.m. in Sweeney Hall,
room 100. For more information,
call Jingwoan Chang at 287-0466.

BY DAVE WHAMOND
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Joint Concert with UC Davis
The San Jose State University
Symphonic band will play at 7:30
p.m. in the Music building concert
hall. For more information, call the
music office at 924.6735.

"Sometimes, a scream is better than a thesis."
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Ad Club Meeting
Tim Gilligan from Accent
Communications will present
"How to Become Your Own
Business Owners," from 6:30 to 8
p.m. in the Costonoan Room,
Student Union. For more information, call Rene Caparros at 15101
249-3361.

Peer Networking
The re-entry advisory program
will hold a networking ssss ion
from noon to 1:15 p.m. in the
Pacheco Room, Student Union. For
more information, call Jane Boyd
at 924-5950.
Student Art Exhibits
The School of Art and Design
will present student art from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art and
Industrial Science buildings. For
more information, call Scott or
Jenny at 924-4330.
Episcbpal Centerbury
Community
Free dinner and Bible study
from 5:30 to 7 p.m. in the Campus
Ministry Center. Everyone welcome. For more information, call
Katherine or Geoff at 275-1346.
Daily Mass
Catholic Campus Ministry will
hold Mass at 12:10 p.m. The ministry will also discuss the history
of the Catholic church from 5 to
6:30 p.m. Both events will be at
the Campus Ministry Center, located at San Carlos and 10th streets.
For more information, call Ginny
at 938-1610.
Asian Baptist Student
Koinonia
Dinner, Bible study and bowling
at 6:30 p.m. Meet at Guadalupe
Room, Student Union. For more
information, call Ki Kim at 984E1263.
Golden Key Honor Society
St. Patrick’s Day party at 5:30
p.m. in Costonoan Room, Student
Union. For more information, call
Stacie Hero at (831) 427-6213.
A.S. Elections
Voting from 9 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
al Duncan Hall, 7th St. Central
Plaza, 10th and San Fernando
streets and at Morris Dailey auditorium. Also from 2:30 to 8 p.m. at
7th and San Carlos streets and
Joe West Hall. For more information, call Robyn Jones at 9245955.

Thursday

Free Movie
Sigma Alpha Mu will present
"Shaft," at 7:30 p.m. in old science
building, room 142. Everyone welcome. For more information, call,
Tim at 924-3274.
A.S. Elections
Voting from 9 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
at Duncan Hall, 7th St. Central
Plaza, 10th and San Fernando
streets and at Morris Dailey auditorium. Also from 2:30 to 8 p.m. at
7th and San Carlos streets and
Joe West Hall. For more information, call Robyn Jones at 9245955.
Bible Study
Catholic Campus Ministry will
hold Bible study on the Book of
John from 7 to 8:30 p.m. at the
Campus Ministry Center, located
on the corner of San Carlos and
10th streets. For more information, call Ginny at 938-1610.
The Listening Hour
University Faculty String Trio
will preform works from Handel,
Halvorsen, Gliere, David Jaffe and
Astor Piazolla from 12:30 to 1:15
p.m. in music building concert
hall. For more information, call
Joan Stubbe at 924-4631.
Campus Crusade for Christ
Nightlife series "It’s a heart
thang!" at 8 p.m. in Washington
Square, room 109. For more information, call Eddie or Travis at
294-4249.
African Student Union
Elections at 7 p.m. in Council
Chambers, Student Union. For
more information, call Mauia
Ogbebor at 924-8814.
Daily Mass
Catholic Campus Ministry will
hold Mass at 12:10 p.m. The ministry will also discuss the history
of the Catholic church from 5 to
6:30 p.m. Both events will be at
the Campus Ministry Center, located at San Carlos and 10th streets.
For more information, call Ginny
at 938-1610.
Sparta Gesida is provided free of
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Associated Students Elections
President

Blue and Gold Party

Spartan Party

The president is the chief executive officer and official representative of
the A.S. The president is responsible for carrying out the execution of all legislation, which includes the coordination of the A.S. committees. Finally, the
president is responsible for submitting the budget and filling the vacancies
and appointments with the approval of the A.S. Board of Directors.

Heather Cook

"The students, faculty and administrators all make the university what it is."

need to build a stronger student
advocacy role in the A.S."
"We

Parking

Campus outreach

Age:22
Major:Political Science
Background: Current A.S.
president, Academic Senator,
director of Academic Atfairs,
has served on more than 50
various committees.

Platform
Cook has initiated several protects,
including a safety week to inform students about the safety services on
campus She has initiated discussion
on an A S computer center. which is
still in the works She wants to eliminate pnnting fees from campus computer centers Cook wants to start an
A.S computer center and a laptop
rental program Increased student representation in the Academic Senate is
a key issue for Cook.

Leo Davila

dine

ook said she has sent fliers
to students on campus in
an attempt to get them
involved, but she said it’s up to
the students to get involved if
they are interested. She said she
would like the student newsletter
to inform students about issues
on campus and encourage them
to attend meetings and join committees. She said she would like
to go out and talk to students
instead ofjust having office hours
as an opportunity to meet them.

said she will also address
She
the parking issue, especially
the need for another parking
garage.
"I was told that students
wouldn’t lose parking due to the
joint library project. The current
A.S. solution to the parking problem is more (alternative) transportation," Cook said.
"The current AS. solution ... is

Carl’s Jr.

CFA/CSU conflict

said she would have
Cook
liked to see more student
input on the Carl’s Jr. decision.
She said the decision not to have
the franchise on campus was
made by the campus climate committee without a student or A.S.
representative voice.
"We need a university policy
on how we (SJSU) will do business with franchises in the
future. (We need to) do research
in advance." Cook said.

said she feels what the
Cook
faculty is asking for is very
fair.
"I don’t know why the trustees
are being such sticklers about it.
We’re a state school, and the faculty gets the bottom of the barrel
when it comes to pay," Cook said.

more (alternative) transportatior!."

" ... The faculty gets the bottom of
the barrel when it comes to pay."

Age:21
Major:Political Science
Background: Current A.S.
director of California State
Affairs. vice chair of the A.S.
Board of Directors

Platform
Davila wants to reestablish relations
with the California State Student
Association, which lobbies state representatives on university issues. He
wants to establish a University
Housing Services advisory committee
that reports to President Robert Caret
on issues dealing with residence hall
life. Davila want A.S. directors to
become honorary Academic Senate
members. He feels the charges of
campus computer center printouts
needs to be validated.

Campus outreach

Parking

Davila said he would like to
see the empty seats on A.S.
committees filled by students, and he said he feels the
A.S. doesn’t represent the student
body as well as it should.
"The faculty is making decisions without hearing the student voice," Davila said.
He said he would like to publicize decisions made by the A.S.
and the Academic Senate so students are aware of what’s going
,trt

doesn’t feel there’s anyHething an A.S. president
can do about the parking
problem, but lobby for another
parking structure. He will do that
as well as pursue the elimination
of "E" permits so that administration and faculty share in the
grief students have in finding
parking spaces, although he said
that is not the only solution.
"Nobody at this university
deserves special treatment (in
parking)."

Carl ’s J r.

CFA/CSU conflict

avila said the A.S. board
was left out of the decision,
and he only heard a rumor
about something happening with
Spartan Shops and Carl’s Jr. He
said the lines of communication
need to be kept open.
"I agreed with the decision, but
disagreed with the process,"
Davila said.

feels the facult, is tti the
Heright in asking for more
money, but he has a problem with the faculty, student,
administration conflict.
"They’re fighting each other
for a bigger piece of the pie,
rather than fighting for a bigger
pie," Davila said.

"I agreed with the decision, but
disagreed with the process."

"They’re fighting each other for a
bigger piece of the pie ..."

Vice President
Kristina Palos

As chairperson of the A.S. Board of Directors, the vice president’s duties include
being the liaison between the legislative and executive branches. Along with performing the duties of the president during his or her absence, the vice president is responsible for keeping a complete and permanent record of the A.S. bylaws and legislation
passed by the A.S. Board of Directors. The vice president plans, coordinates and
implethents an internship program for the incoming directors and executive officers.

"T hey (administrators) forget that if the
students aren’t here, there is no university."

"People aren’t aware of what’s going on.
Involvement comes when they’re informed."

Campus outreach

Campus outreach

Age:20
Major:Political Science
Background: Current A.S.
director of the student rights
and responsibilities, sits on the
student fairness committee and
the child care center task force.
Qualifications; Palos feels she is
qualified due to the experience she’s
already had in A.S.

palos said she is dedicated to
student advocacy and outreach. She said she wants to
make sure all students are aware
of the resources and services
available on campus.
"We’re here to represent the
average student, and I want to be
the best voice I can be," Palos said.

Palos said she would like to
implement an A.S. hotline to
inform students about events, as
well as facilitating a way for students to voice opinions or ask
questions about issues. She said
she will be dedicated to returning
students’ phone calls.

G oa s
palos said she wants to see
the development of the A.S.
computer center, the child
care center and the environmental resource center.
She also said it’s important to
keep things such as the A.S. print
shop going for students.
Palos said she would like to

Anthony Drummond

educate the members of the Board
of Directors on things such as
motivating others and stress
management in order to make
them more effective leaders.
She said she would also like to
see the A.S. and Academic Senate
working more closely together.

Age:20
Major:Political Science,
Urban Planning
Background: Current A.S.
director of community affairs,
president of his residence hall
govemment.
Qualifications: Drummond has
experience in A.S. and the InterResidence Hall Association.

Drummond said he would
like to create a student
action board including the
A.S. president, people from SJSU
President Robert Caret’s office
and students who would gather
student input and present it to
Caret’s office, letting him know
what the students want.

Drummond wants to have a
panel twice a month to get student input on prevalent campus
issues.
He said he would like to publicize what happens in A.S. meetings and let students know when
there are positions available on
the Board of Directors.

G oa 1 s
Drummond said he would
like to see greater student
awareness of A.S. and
goes on in the university.
He also said he would like to
see SJSU become more aware of
what goes on in the California
State
University
system.
Drummond said parking is one of

the biggest issues, not only for
the university, but the city of San
Jose as well.
He said SJSU does need
another parking structure, and
suggested that students use the
parking spaces on South
Campus.

Controller
Rai-mon Barnes

The controller is the chief financial officer of the A.S. The controller administers the
financial affairs. Along with being responsible for the execution of all fiscal legislation
passed by the Board of Directors. the controller submits a report of the A.S. General
Fund to the board on a weekly basis.

"It’s very important for student organizations
know about the process ofgetting funds."

Carlos Aguirre

should have more control over the Student
Union. It’s funded for the students by the students."

to

"We

1(
Ri-mon Barnes says his
experience as a partner in a
usiness worth $10,000
makes him a good candidate for
Associated Students Controller.
Barnes, 22, is currently the
A.S. director of communications
and the Inter-Residence Hall
Age:22
Major: Advertising
Background: Current A.S.
director of cornmunications
and the Inter-Residence Hail
Association president.

Association president.
As director of communications.
Barnes said it is his job to get the
word out about the A.S. the said
he puts together a student
newsletter geared toward what is
going on in A.S. and on the camPus.

Goals
Barnes said he plans to meet
with student groups and
organizations to make
them aware of how to get funds
for their events, and he said he
wants to simplify that process. He
said he feels students should

have more control over the
Student Union. He also said he
will try to keep fees down in campus computer centers. Barnes
said he wants to improve the
campus Web site so it is more
updated and useful for students.

arlos Aguirre said because
of his experience on the
Associated
Students
finance committee and campus
fee advisory committee, he is
familiar with the process of managing a budget, which makes him
qualified to be A.S. controller.
Age:20
Major:Economics
Background: Current A.S.
director of ethnic affairs.

Aguirre, 20, is also the director
of ethnic affairs and, he is finishing his third year at San Jose
State University.
Aguirre is a native of
Nicaragua. He came to the U.S. in
1990.

Goals
Aguirre said he wants to
develop the A.S. computer
center and laptop computer rental program.
He said he thinks the A.S.
should have more control over the
Student Union, and he is against

the extra fees student organizations have to pay to use the
Student Union for events. Aguirre
said he would like to see more
students on the Academic Senate
and the Student Life Center team
up with the A.S.

Staff Writer Melissa Matchak compiled these reports.
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ssociated Students Elections
March 1 7-18 A.S. Measures N &

Poll Places:
Duncan Hall 9 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.
7th St. (Central Plaza) 9 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.
10th & San Fernando sts. 9 a.m.- 2:30 p.m.
Morris Dailey Auditorium 9 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.
7th St. & San Carlos 2:30 - 8 p.m.
Joe West Hall 2:30 - 8 p.m.

Spartan Party
Where they stand: Student advocacy, new student
services and reduction of student fees.

Goals: The party wants to lower or eliminate Student
Union fees for facility use and increase student representation by filling committees with students who are representative of the student body.
Starting a laptop computer and textbook checkout are
also on the Spartan Party’s agenda. The group wants to
extend the deadline for dropping classes to the last day
of classes, with just a professor’s signature.

Last word: "The Blue and Gold Party was last year’s
victorious party," said Leo Davila, the Spartan Party’s
presidential candidate. "If you were pleased with A.S.’
performance this year, I guess you would vote for them. If
you want something new, vote for the Spartan Party. We
represent the non-traditional votes."

Blue and Gold
Where they stand: Increasing student access to
Associated Students, making sure student fees are
effectively used, supporting student organizations and
increasing student representation.

Goals: The Blue and Gold Party wants to increase
accessibility to A.S. by establishing a hotline and continuing student summits and meetings with SJSU’s president. The party also wants to eliminate Student Union
rental fees, support student organizations by simplifying
the funding process and attempt to ensure that student
fees are effectively spent by completing the computer
center and child development center.
Last word: ’Blue and Gold isn’t going to waste the student’s time, we are going to get things done," Heather
Cook, current A.S. president up for re-election, said.
"We’ve planted the seeds this year, and next term we
can watch them grow."
Party

profiles were compiled by Leah Bower

A.S. Directors take place of
elected Academic Senators
By Leah Bower
Senior Staff Writer

semester’s
this
After
Associated Student elections, the
five independently elected student senator positions will be
replaced with A.S. directors,
according to Dyrell Foster, an
with
coordinator
activities
Student Life.
The five positions were eliminated and their duties transferred during a Jan. 27 vote by
the A.S. Board of Directors.
Heather Cook, current A.S.
president, said she brought the
proposal before the board to
streamline the positions and
increase the student influence in
the senate.
"There seems to be such a separation between student senators and Associated Students,"
Cook said. "A.S. is a student
advocacy center. To have a separation like that does an injustice
to students."
Student senators that also sit
on the A.S. Board of Directors are
more likely to work in concert
with their peers, according to
Cook.

The directors of California
State Affairs, Environmental
Affairs, Intercultural Affairs,
Non-traditional Minority Affairs
and Personnel will fill the positions under their redefined job
descriptions, which were also
adopted on Jan. 27, according to
Cook.
Leo Davila, A.S. director of
California State Affairs, said
eliminating the positions and
giving the duties to directors,
ensures the senate members will
be accountable to students. A.S.
board members can be recalled,
but independently elected senators can not, Davila said.
Cook said she was concerned
there wasn’t enough student
interest to support the five positions.
"Four out of five of the elected
student senators were dropped
for missing to many meetings,"
Cook said. "They are out there,
but they are not fulfilling their
student advocacy roles."
Cook said certain directors
will be required to attend senate
meetings as part of their official
duties and will work more closely
with their A.S. director peers.

There is no candidate for the Non-traditional
Minority Affairs seat.
Ed.

MEASURE N

V YES

V

MEASURE 0

NO

Changes the titles of A.S.
Board of Director members
tor of campus advising affairs,
Cook said. This change in titles
should make it cosier for students
The candidates will not be the to find the appropriate person
only item on the Associated when they need assistance, Cook
Students election ballot this year. said.
"If the students don’t pass the
In addition to voting for officers, students will also be voting bylaw Eunendment the names will
on two measures, both of which remain the same, but the duties
will be different," Cook said.
will amend the A.S. bylaws.
Leo Davila, presidential candiThe first measure, Measure N,
will change the titles of the A.S. date for the Spartan Party,
Board of Directors in order to referred to Measure N as a "cleanmore accurately describe what up" amendment. The measure
each board member does, accord- should be passed to make things
ing to Rai-mon Barnes, controller easier to understand, Davila said,
but a failure to pass the change is
candidate, Blue & Gold party
"The responsibilities were not going to stop A.S. from funcchanged and along with that tioning.
"A.S. can run perfectly fine
came the name change," Barnes
said. "It should be done because without this amendment," Davila
the current names don’t reflect said, "(The old titles) just wouldn’t
be very consistent."
what we do anymore."
Dyrell Foster, an activities
According to Heather Cook,
presidential incumbent for the coordinator with the Student Life
Blue & Gold party, the change is Center, said the changes proposed
needed because the current titles by Measure N will not have any
impact on the actual responsibilicould cause student confusion.
For example, currently, the ties of the Board of Directors.
"Regardless of the measure
director of intercultural affairs is
responsible for hearing from stu- passing, the job descriptions will
dents about matters relating to remain the same," Foster said.
If Measure N fails to pass, the
academic advising, Cook said. If
the amendment passes, then the Board of Directors will keep their
person responsible for advising current titles: director of academmatters will go by the title direc- ic affairs. director of business
By Adam Pavlacka

Senior Staff ’Writer

V

YES

4/

NO

Gives A.S. authority to create
boards and committees
affairs, director of California state
affairs, director of communications, director of community
affairs, director of environmental
affairs, director of ethnic affairs,
director of intercultural affairs,
director of non-traditional minority affairs, director of personnel,
director of sponsored programs,
director of student rights and
responsibilities and director of
student services.
If Measure N passes, the Board
of Directors will be given the following titles: director of business
affairs, director of legislative
affairs, director of campus advising affaira, director of communications, director of campus climate
affairs, director of community
affairs, director of extracurricular
affairs, director of faculty affairs,
director on governing affairs,
director of programming affairs,
director of student resource
affairs, director of student rights
and responsibilities and director
of student fee affairs.
Measure 0, the second measure on the ballot, will establish
the following committees as
standing
finance committee,
rules committee. and the election
board.
Standing committees are
always in existence. They are not

created on an as-needed basis.
Like Measure N, Davila
referred to Measure 0 as another
"clean-up" amendment. Davila
said Measure 0 was designed to
remove outdated committees from
the bylaws and to have the bylaws
reflect the current organization of
A.S.
Neither Measure N, nor
Measure 0, will have a fiscal
impact on A.S. or the student
body, Davila said.
Barnes, Davila and Cook have
expressed support for Measures N
and O. Kristina Palos, vice-presidential candidate for the Blue &
party
and
Anthony
Gold
Drummond, vice-presidential candidate for the Spartan party have
also expressed support for the
measures.
Both Measure N and Measure
0 are intended to bring the A.S.
bylaws up-to-date with the current organizational structure of
A.S., Foster said.
’These measures are designed
to update the bylaws to reflect
how things are currently orgaAssociated
within
nized
Students," Foster said.
According to the A.S. bylaws
(Article DC, Section II), a twothirds majority must be received
if either measure is to pass.

A.S. Board of Directors races
Director of Academic Affairs:

Director of Business Affairs:

This position will be the A.S. liaison to the department of intercollegiate athletics, human performance department, A.S. campus recreation program and sports oriented student organizations. This director
will also chair the A.S. campus recreation advisory committee and
serve on the instructionally related activities and A.S. students special
events committees. Organization of the annual A.S. basketball tournament is also the responsibilAy of this director. The candidate is: Stacey
Roberson (Blue and Gold Party.)

Serving on the A.S. Finance, Computer Center and Child Development
Center Operating committees are part of this director’s duties. The
position will serve as A.S.’ liaison to the A.S. Print Shop and business
office. Candidates are: Wayne Wilson (independent) and Megan Dunn
(Spartan Party.)

Director of California State Affairs:
The student in this position will be responsible for presenting current
information about California State University policy that affects SJSU
to the California State Student Association and the California State
Legislature. This director also serves as the official A.S. representative
to the California student association, including providing the association’s agendas and minutes to A.S. monthly. Serving on the instruction
and student affairs and the improvement of instruction committees is
required, as is submission of proposals to the board of directors, the
academic senate, and the California student association. This director
will also serve as a senator on the academic senate. The candidate is:
Ivan Juarez (Spartan Party.)

Director of Communications:
A.S advertising will be the responsibility of this director, in addition to
the production of a monthly A.S. newsletter. This position will serve as
A.S.’ liaison to the Student Life Center and will organize monthly student summit meetings. The director of communications will also sit on
the CIO Advisory Committee, and must maintain knowledge of campus communication and technology services. Candidates are: DeAnne
Miller (Spartan Party) and Carolina Van der Hoek (Blue and Gold
Party).

Director of Community Affairs:
This director will work with the SJSU administration, city authorities
and campus groups to create a safe and clean campus environment,
while serving as liaison to the Environmental Resource Cent,er, the
University Police Department and the university risk management
office. In coordination with the director of communications and UPD,
the director will be responsible for communication with students about
on-campus resources that promote safety. Informing students about
alternative transportation also falls under this job title. Candidates
are: Sheree Hoggro (independent) and Heidi Hofschulz (Blue and Gold
Party.)

Director of Environmental Affairs:
Reporting to the board of directors about policy changes concerning
faculty affairs and student evaluations and serving on the Professional
Standards and Student Fairness committees and the Student
Evaluation Review Board are duties of this position. This director will
also submit proposals to the board and senate concerning change in
academic policies, relating to faculty affairs. This director will serve on
the academic senate. Candidates are: Anthony Mitchell (Spartan
Party) and Richard Boyd (Blue and Gold Party.)

Director of Ethnic Affairs:
Serving as liaison to the Board of Directors about policy changes about
ethnic, cultural, international, non-traditional student groups, the
International Center, the Women’s Resource Center and maintaining
current information about CSU and SJSU affirmative action policies
are the responsibility of the director of ethnic affairs. This director will
also serve on the Affirmative Action and International Programs and
Students committees. The candidate is: Lisa Reyes (Spartan Party.)

Director of Intercultural Affairs:
This director will serve as A.S. liaison to departmental, major, undergraduate, graduate, financial aid advisors, the counseling center and
new student advising and orientation. Submitting proposals to the
board of directors and senate that initiate change in academic policies
relating to curriculum and research, general education, continuing
education and academic advising are also duties of this position.
Serving on the undergraduate studies, board of general studies and
continuing education committees also fall under this position. This
director will serve as a senator on the Academic Senate. The candidate
is: Carlos Jiminez (Spartan Party.)

Director of Personnel:
This position involves serving as the A.S. liaison to Admissions and
Records, the Student Resource Center, the Financial Aid office, the
Student Outreach and Recruitment Center and the Learning Center,
as well as serving as student-at-large on the instruction and student
affairs, improvement of instruction and student success committees
and as a senator. The director of personnel will report to the board
about senate decisions concerning instruction, student affairs, recruitment, admission and retention and will submit proposals concerning
changes in academic policies. Candidates are Rafael Chavez (Spartan
Party) and Elena Bannister (Blue and Gold Party.)

Director of Sponsored Programs:
This director will chair the A.S. Special Events Committee, in addition
to serving on the program planning committee, the Spartan Shops
Board of Directors and as the A.S. board’s representative to the finance
committee. Planning student summit meetings are also the responsibility of this position. Candidates are: William Hauser (Spartan Party)
and Ronald Jackson (Blue and Gold Party.)

Director of Student Rights and Responsibilities:
The person in this position is responsible for serving on the Student
fairness, instruction and student affairs, board of general studies,
library and improvement of instruction committees in addition to serving as A.S. liaison to the ombudsman’s office and student departmental representatives. This director will submit proposals to the board
and the senate, initiating change in academic policies and report on
policies affecting student right& and responsibilities. The student
rights director will also promote awareness of legal and academic
responsibilities of students and the grievance procedures available to
them. The candidate is: Arny White (Blue and Gold Party.)

Director of Student Services:
This director will serve as A.S. liaison to the Student Union Board
of Directors, the student health advisory committee and the child
development center, and strive to ensure that student needs are
addressed. The person in this position will also serve as a member of
the campus fee advisory, instructionally related activities, the A.S.
finance and child development center operating committees, and as
chairperson of the Campus Recreation Advisory Board. The candidate
is: Michelle Pollara (Spartan Party.)

Leah Bower compiled the Boarrl of Directors race report
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The Indestructable Beat of IBOPA
Rock band
marches
to its own
accordion
By Laurie Phillips
StaffWriter

If you want to know what local band IBOPA
sounds like, put yourself at a bar mitzvah or a polka
party and watch your seething, angst-ridden
younger brother come crashing through the door.
The sound of this six-man, one-girl group can’t be
pegged as fitting in any particular genre.
Vocalist and guitarist Jamie Stewart admits,
"We’re kind of part of four scenes." For one thing, the
band’s music often segues easily within the mune
song from punk to ska to a style that would sound
fitting at an Irish cultural festival.
More importantly, there’s the issue of its name.
What’s IBOPA?
Stewart explained, to know that, you’ve got to
know a bit about him. A few years ago, he decided to
move from Los Angeles the place where he grew
up to the Bay Area. His parents were living in
Palo Alto, a city Stewart said was the antithesis of
his former home. Stewart describes the city as a
homogeneous and somewhat intellectually snotty
place. He said Palo Alto attitudes dead-end at
Stanford University.
When Stewart thought of starting a band three
years ago, he wanted its message to convey distance
distance from conventional musical styles and all
he found familiar. He created that identity with the
acronym D3OPA: ’The Indestructible Beat of Palo
Alto." Stewart grabbed the name from "The
Indestructible Beat of Suweto," a record his mother
gave him, that was one of the first to popularize the
Afro-pop style of music.
To perpetuate his idea, Stewart went looking for
people who could help him create an unusual sound.
He found the violinist at The Starving Musician, a
music store, in San Jose.
Joan Ling was working there the day Stewart
came in. The classically trained musician hooked her
violin up to an electronic enhancer and was, as she
said, just messing around with sound.
"1 saw this smiling face behind the amplifiers,"
Ling said, chuckling. ’Fifteen minutes later, he was
still there, smiling."
Stewart asked Ling to join him, and she did. The
five others showed up in various places, some conventional, some a bit more unusual. Baritone saxophonist Kurt Stumbaugh shared a class with
Stewart at Foothill College in Los Altos Hills.
Keyboardist Mikel Zwissler worked with Ling at The
Starving Musician. Drummer Tim Kirby came by
way of recommendation and replaced another drummer with whom Stewart had worked. Guitarist Cory
McCullough shared mutual friends with Stewart.
Then there’s the accordion player.
Before Stewart found a guitarist, he placed an ad
at Foothill College’s radio station KFJC. He said station employees read it on the air, but omitted
Stewart’s request for a guitarist. He didn’t get one
he got Don Dias.
The band members are happy with the choice.
’The accordion has such a wrong reputation of
being a cheesy instrument," Zwissler said. "Nine
times out of 10 if you hear something cool coming off
stage. chances are it’s probably Don."
The sound works. During a recent performance at
the Edge nightclub in Palo Alto the septet growled,
skanked and wailed their way through a fortyminute set. When Stewart’s voice lingered at a
smooth, low bass register, Dias followed along lackadaisically. Yet when Stewart jumped abruptly
both in pitch and presence Ling accentuated his
performance with quick, sharp jabs at her violin.
It is the accordion and the violin that allow
IBOPA to move between genres so easily. One
moment the blazer-clad group spins out loose, Irishsounding jigs, the next a full, ghastly-sounding tune
with a loud, almost anthem-like chorus.
In concert, Stewart’s voice and stage antics match
the mood of the music. His voice slips below the
instruments, then pushes above them. Often, he
alternates between clutching the microphone and
taking a few steps back, making pronounced gestures with his elbows and hands. Stewart capped the
band’s performance with what he referred to as a

Sarah Orr/Spartan Daily
(Above) IBOPA guitarist Cory McCullough
plays as Jamie Stewart, the lead singer, draws
the audience’s attention to violinist Joan Ling
not pictured. The experimental rock band
opened for Dread Zeppelin on March 4 at The
Edge in Palo Alto.

(Left) Joan Ling plays an electric violin while
Don Dias plays the accordion and Cory
McCullough plays the guitar. ’SOPA bases
their songs on five topics: being unable to
sleep, not taking crap from anybody, bad sex,
weird little kids and guitars.

band completely.
"musical release" by simultaneously shoving the
mike into his mouth and shaking as if electrocuted,
One label has said ’yes.’ Memphis-based
Spongebath, a subsidiary of Electra, is helping the
all the while flipping through a book.
band
release its third album, due out in the fall.
Although Stewart said there was no deeper significance to this section of their performance, he Titled "Sad Girl vs. The Bunny," the album will feaexplained everything the band does in concert is ture 13 new songs and three reworked.
The one thing the band keeps consistent is the
geared to involve the audience.
"’We dress like us," McCullough said. "People pay length of time it takes them to write a song one
to come see us, so we want to present the image that night. That was evident at a recent practice session.
Stewart threw variations on a melody to Kirby, who
we care about them."
He explained that this is no image at the con- pounded rhythms in McCullough’s direction. When
clusion of each show, McCullough likes to mix into the trio found a center in their music, the other four
the audience and allow them to play his guitar. band members rocked in place with their eyes dosed.
Doing this, he said, is the most basic means of shar- If they saw the opportunity for a good fit, each took
turns adding his or her musical contributions inte
ing the band’s music.
The band’s performance venues reflect its ease of the mix.
"That’s one of the IBOPA miracles," Stewart said.
movement. One night, Stewart said, they played
with punk bands, and another night at a ska festival. "It rarely takes us more than one evening to write a
The band has even shared a bill with spoken-word song."
For whatever reason, the songs they sing seem t,o
artists.
Stewart said while variety allows the band to fall into five distinct categories. Almost everything
move easily between venues, they don’t have the they do is about being unable to sleep, not taking
crap off of anybody, bad sex, weird little kids and
same luck with record companies.
’That’s been the problem with this," he said. "A lot "guitars, guitars, guitars," the last being a song of the
of labels say, ’I like your stuff, but I can’t sell it.’" same name. No correlation, no causation they
Since they can’t file the band’s music away under an insist things just happened that way.
Ironically, one of the band’s "bad sex" titles is
already known category, labels may say ‘no’ to the
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called "The Wedding Song." Stewart, who writes all
of the lyrics and most of the music, said the song
describes "the literal craziness that causes a lot of
problems in relationships." Ling wails over a chorus
of ascending and descending scales.
According to Stumbaugh, there’s no formula to
creating the band’s music or for naming their
albums.
Stewart named the band’s first album "Squids
Obsession and Devotion" after a television special he
saw about vampire squids. The second, "Ballads for
Ben Tadrone," is dedicated to a man by that name
who auditioned for IBOPA but didn’t make the final
cut. Band members were amused by the one quality
he had that set him apart from the rest he made
his own guitars.
In a sense, that’s what the band is doing. Carving
out a new place for themselves has not been easy, but
they believe it’s possible to be successful without
mainstream radio exposure. Look at alternative
artists Bjork and P.J. Harvey, Stewart insists
they’re doing just fine.
Call it what you want, just don’t say this music is
something you’ve heard before.
"It’s IBOPA music," McCullough said. "We try to
make it special."

Spartan Sports
daily in the Daily

Pancake Breakfast
At the SJSU Phyllis F Simpkins
International House
Waffles
and
Omelettes
served too
Live entertainment

Students S 4.00
Non -Students S 6.00
Family of four 15.00
’Wheelchair accessible

Sunday, March 21 (9 30 am -1.30 pm)
360 S llth St . San Jose CA 95112 (408) 924-6570
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Stale topics doom fresh movies
’Wing Commander’ flies like a wounded duck
By Marcus Ulrich
Staff Writer

By Brsuridy
Stelff%Vriter

Photos courtesy of 20th Cenrun.

(Top) Freddie Prinze Jr. prepares to blast some
alien bull in the science fiction movie "Wing
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the movie, it’s Romeo and Juliet
against the world.
Instead of sending Rachel
fleeing, the cruel antics of the
teenagers slowly burn Rachel’s
dynamite fuse. As pranks and
threats aren’t enough to separate the two, the "in crowd"
devise a sure-fire scheme to send
Rachel in Lisa’s footsteps and
make Jessie come to his senses.
With the ultimate ploy to tear
these two apart, the crowd isn’t
aware of the ultimate price
they’ll pay.
Rachel’s wrath was done with
true Carrie style, sparing only
one person.
There are many similarities
between the two Carrie stories.
The mothers in both stories are
deranged, so it’s no wonder the
girls are psychologically disturbed and can’t function or deal
with social issues.
The theme is the same, the
outcast wanting desperately to
be accepted and a teenager not
able to handle her rage.
The poetry class scenes were
the same format, with subtle
changes. The hoinicide/ suicide
was similar; in a building with
all the doors telekinetically
closed. And fire, yes, there was
fire again.
The differences were basic
’90s interests vs. the ’70s interests. The second Carrie was
more male focused, the first
focused on the girls’ gym class
and the girls’ motive. The second movie was focused more on
the football team and male
motives.
Instead of prom, it was homestill a major high
coming
school event. A major difference
was the popular guy in the second movie actually liked the outcast, Rachel, whereas, in the
first movie, he was only taking
Carrie t,o the prom as a prank.
"The Rage: Carrie 2" floated
on the name "Carrie" and
Stephen King’s reputation.
There were too many unanswered questions. Who’s Ralph
White, how come he’s never
shown and why is he fathering
children by deranged women?
The story wasn’t well written.
Rachel ran to the forest after her
friend’s suicide. Where did the
forest come from? Was it in her
mind? The setting seemed to be
an urban school area. The story
was just unbelievable, which
just reminded everyone that it
was just a movie.
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Everythmg, absolutely
everything, will be on
20* -60% off!
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Movie Review

Commander." (Bottom) Prinze screams for help as
Matthew Lillard, a fellow pilot, is wounded.

College

taxpayers.

Spartan Ratings

Sailors

that’s what
Believability
separates the great thrillers
from the wanna-be thrillers.
The sad thing is, "The Rage:
Carrie 2" was on its way to living
up to the original "Carrie." The
story had some holes, but the
end ah, the end just killed
any hope fur the movie’s salvation.
Two sayings usually hold
true: The book is always better,
and the prequel is always better
than the sequel.
The title was misleading. The
name implies Carrie White has
come back from the dead, or
there’s another girl named
Carrie with the same telekinetic
powers.
Instead, the main character,
Rachel (Emily Berle), is combating the ongoing war of the popular people vs. the outcasts.
Rachel, a high school outcast,
was raised by negligent foster
parents after her mother was
committed to a mental hospital
when she was a child. Her only
friend, Lisa (Mena Suvari) and
her dog are Rachel’s only solace
for the life she never chose.
Sue Snell (Amy Irving), a
counselor at the local high
school, and the only survivor
from Carrie’s rage 20 years ago,
is faced with demons from her
past when Rachel is sent in for
counseling after her only friend
commits suicide on campus.
Rachel’s ability to move
things with her mind, and the
whole outcast scenario, bring
back haunting memories for
Sue.
Sue later discovers, after bargaining with Rachel’s mother,
that Rachel was fathered by
Ralph White the same man
who fathered Carrie White. Sue
is desperately trying to save
Rachel out of overwhelming
guilt and to prevent history from
repeating itself
So, maybe a better title
would’ve been "Carrie 2: The
Sister."
Rachel, in the meantime, has
more on her mind than explaining her unwanted powers. She’s
fallen for Jessie (Jason London),
a hunky football player. Jessie
has fallen for Rachel as well, but
his jock friends, including the
all-American cheerleader, Tracy
(Charlotte Ayanna), won’t have
it. Tracy is the hot pom-pom girl
who wants Jessie for her personal football hero. She, and everyone else from the "in crowd," just
or care
don’t understand
why Jessie would be interested
in a "nothing" like Rachel.
Just as it’s depicted in the
poetry class at the beginning of

Movie Review
"Wing Commander" proves
that movies based on video games
should never be made.
Billed as a state-of-the-art special
effects movie, "Wing
Commander" is based on a successful video game created by
Chris Roberts, who also directs
the movie.
Like an odd-numbered Star
Trek movie, such as the pitiful
"Star Trek (IX): Insurrection,"
"Wing Commander" has a plot as
predictable as morning rush-hour
traffic. The special effects are
about as state of the art as a KMart blue-light special.
Objects such as spaceships and
asteroids look as though they had
merely been spun around or
moved t,o a new position in the
editing process to create the effect
of numerous objects.
The movie takes place in 2564,
and Earth is being threatened by
a race of evil aliens, the Kilrathi.
After taking over Pegasus, a
Confederation asteroid outpost,
the Kilrathi capture a computer
navigation device called a
NavCom AI. The device allows
the Kilrathi to "jump" behind
Earth’s defenses, making an
attack on Earth easier.
The Confederation the military of Earth in the movie as
with every cookie cutt,er science
fiction movie, only has three people in a position close enough to
recapture the NavCom and save
humanity.
These three heroes include two
cocky fighter pilots, Christopher
Blair (Freddie Prinze Jr.) and
Marshall
"Maniac"
Todd
(Matthew Lillard), and a surly
war veteran, Paladin (Tcheky
Karyo).
Chris, fresh out of flight school,
has a genetic gift for space navigation that allows him to pilot
spaceships out of any nasty situation. Apparently, this is because
Chris is half Pioneer, a race of
people who originally settled
space. Unfortunately for Chris,
Pioneers also face prejudices
against because they fought in a
war against the Confederation.
Maniac is also just out of the
flight academy, and as his name
suggests, he is even more arrogant than Chris. With his ridiculous one-liners and unrealistic
flying abilities, Maniac could well
have been a character in one of
the various "Top Gun"-style
movies.
Paladin, who pilots the ship
Maniac and Chris fly in to get to
a Confederation command center,
is the cliche old man, who frequently reminds Maniac and
Chris what a couple of "green"
fools they are.
Along the way, they meet up
(Saffron
Deveraux
with
Burrows), who turns out to be
Chris and Maniac’s wing commander. When Maniac gets too
out of line, Deveraux is always
there t,o put him in his place.
These characters go through
all the usual twists and turns of a
science fiction Earth vs. the aliens
movie. It is this stock story line
that makes "Wing Commander" a
true snoozefest.
The lame jokes also help to
make this one of the worst movies
so far this year.

’Carrie’ returns, burns
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SPARTAN SPORTS
WEEKLY
TUESDAY
Utah St, (Dfl)
Softball
I p.m. SJSU Field
Baseball vs. Pacific
Municipal Stadium
m

WEDNESDAY
Softball
7 p m.

Municipal Stadium

THURSDAY
Water Polo vs.
4 p

Indiana
-- Aquatic-, Center

FRIDAY

Close games haunt Spartans
By Tricia Herrera
Staff W’ri ter

Photos by Sean Penello/Spartan Daily

(Top) San Jose States University’s Lindsay Lewis dives safely into
second base after avoiding the tag of the University of Iowa’s Liz
Dennis in the top of the fourth inning Friday in the Spartans’ 3-1 loss.
(Above) SJSU’s Jennifer ’Tyler grounds out in the ninth inning of
Saturday’s 2-1 loss to Loyola Marymount University. She advanced
the runners. but the rally fell short

The Spartans lost two close
games Saturday on the second
day of the 13th Annual National
Invitational Softball Tournament.
The game was hosted by San Jose
State University at Twin Creeks
Sports Complex in Sunnyvale.
The softball team lost its morning game against Purdue 2-1, a
tight game that was tied at 1-1
until the bottom of the fifth
inning, when the Boilermakers
took the lead.
Spartan
pitcher
Sabrina
Quintero pitched a complete
game, gave up five hits and struck
out five. The performance helped
earn her an all-tournament selection.
The last game against Loyola
Marymount University was
another tough loss for the
Spartans, who lost 2-1 despite

leading most of the game.
The Spartans got off to a good
start with two outs in the first
inning, when freshman Jennifer
Tyler hit a double, which sent outfielder Kim Bentley in to score to
take the lead 1-0.
This gave SJSU the lead until
the bottom of the fourth inning
when the Lions benefited from
SJSU’s defensive errors.
The game took a turn for the
worse for the Spartans when a
wild pitch
with the
bases
loaded got past all -tournament
catcher Maya Garcia, which sent
a runner home and evened up the
score at 1-1.
SJSU second baseman Devyn
Whitcanack said the game should
have been won by the Spartans,
but the team was nervous.
’We were tense the whole
game," she said. "We need to be
relaxed and aggressive at the
same time."

LMU got the bat swingIng in
the fifth inning. The team scored a
run and took the lead 2-1.
Quintero pitched another solid
game by giving up six hits, allowing two runs and striking out
eight batters.
"It was a tough situation. They
just put the bat to the ball and
there’s nothing you can do about
that, but just answer back,"
Quintero said.
SJSU head coach Connie
Miner complemented her team
and said they played a solid performance against the other
teams.
"Defensively, we had a couple
mistalces that were untimely, but
we played very well," Miner said.
"It’s disappointing not to come up
with these close wins."
Friday, the Spartan+st two of
their three games beating
Wisconsin-Green Bay tuid falling
to Texas Tech and Iowa.

NO Sports Scheduled at home
SAT "SUN.
NC’ AA
imming on Sat.
hampionships in Athens, Ga.
Water Polo at Stanford
Sa( I 2 p tll

MONDAY
pNo

Sports Schedule at home

(1 games broadcast on KSJS
90.5 fm

American Heart
Association.
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And Sig.

Strong 2nd half falls short for rugby team
By H.S. Perez
Sudritriter

Although the team lost 47-17
and got smothered by the
University of Montana Jesters,
the San Jose State men’s rugby
club did have its moments of glory
in Saturday’s match.
Down 37-10, Aaron Fagalde
managed to break free of the mass
of struggling players at his own
goal line and run up Spartan field
to score his second try of the day
Score

Montana Jesti-, s
S

t’t

4 7
1 7

Fagalde, a former track runner
and soccer player, had his own reasons why he ran so fast.
"I just kept up hope that I
wouldn’t be trucked by some 250
pounder," he said.
Fagalde’s gust by the "big
uglies," (a term the club uses for
big players) wasn’t the only thing
that blew on the field.
Earlier, the University of
Montana had exploded, leading
37-0 at the end of the first half
The Jesters physically domi-

nated the Spartans for every’
minute of the half
After Fagalde’s sprint, the
makeshift goal posts on the
Spartans’. end of the field were
knocked down, which delayed as
the referee and Jesters’ players
tried to fix it.
They eventually gave up, leaving the boards and padding to lay
on the field.
The Spartan players were
proud of their second half play,
despite having their winless
streak extended to eight games.
"We won this half But they’re
good, and they looked it for the
game," Fagalde said.
The club’s coach, Mike
McDonald, had mixed opinions of
the day’s game.
"It’s frustrating. It takes 40
minutes for us to get started. It
shows we have heart and we want
to keep up, but it’s frustrating," he
said.
McDonald said the men’s club
has not won since winning its first
preliminary game, but he is optimistic for the team’s chances.
’There was a beauty in today’s
game. The beauty was watching
kids like Jeff (Welch) and Aaron
take leadership roles on the field.
That’s good for our upcoming
games. We’re having our ups and

NN

We did great
last year. Now,
I hate to say it,
but this year we
suck, and we’re
getting our
asses kicked
out here.
Terry Carmon
Men’s rugby president //

downs, but it will get better."
According to Welch, who will
become next year’s club president,
the team did well despite being in
the midst of a "rebuilding" year.
However, current club president Terry Carmon was not as
optimistic, as he spent the gazne
on the sidelines nursing an injury.
"We did great last year. Now, I
hate to say it, but this year we
suck, and we’re getting our asses
kicked out here. We lost a lot of
people from last year’s team, and
now we’re really hurting," Cannon
said.

Richard:
Continued from page 1
Louisiana College. She exemplifies that special mix of athletics
and academics, which are necessary to get SJSU into the Western
Athletic Conference, President
Robert Caret said.
The new coach said the team
will practice and condition more.
An organized offense and an
emphasis on an up-tempo style of
playing are high on her list, too.
Tve got to turn this team
around from a 2-25 to a 2,5-2,"
Richard said.
Richard said choosing her staff
will be her first priority Monday.
Assistant Coach Gary Dean
said Richard is a good change.
Franchccea Fiquthel/Sparran Dash
"We need someone who can
Janice Richard was announced as the new head coach of the
teach the game," Dean said.
Tracie Morris, the Spartans women’s basketball team at a press -conference Monday.
other assistant coach, said change
the press conference where she year contract at the same base
is good if it improves the team.
Both Morris and Dean said was officially introduced to the salary as men’s basketball coach
Phil Johnson, according to a press
they had to re-apply for their jobs campus community.
Elisha Williams, a player on release issued by the athletics
probably next
and will find out
week if they will continue to last year’s team, said she was feel- department.
-I will do whatever it takes to
ing adrift without a coach and the
serve as assistants.
Players met with their new hiring of Richard is a relief for her. make this program a success,"
Richard was signed to a four- Richard said.
coach bnefly Monday, just before

4

Graduatipn
Accelerat n
SJSU students
Sa
have learned that

Summer
Session
units help them

graduate up to
two years earlier.
Register by Touchtone
beginning
Monday, March 22, 1999

Earn up to 12 units in 12 weeks
Sessions Start
June 1, June 21, July 12
and August 2, 1999
Free Schedules Available Now
Administration Building 103 lobby

Spartan Bookstore
Business Student Advising Center
Student Resource Center
Student Union Information Center
Clark library lobby
Wahlquist North lobby
Parking garage stairwells
Robert’s Bookstore
Call 408-924-2630 or

NEW
ONLINE
CLASSES!
SAME SUMMER SESSION FEE!

E-mail infoecemail sisu edu or
http://conted.sisu.edu
http://info.sjsu.edu

r."1
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LUCAS?

V Tc

PHN: 408-924-3277
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor hr
there any guarantee implied. The
classIrkgri coloring of the Spartan
Daly consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not apprtwed or
retied by the newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
COMPUTER PROGRAMMER:
Musalman.com is a startup Islamic
website/search engine. We are
located in downtown San Jose, 4
blocks from SJSU. We are looking
for a programmer familiar with
C/Perl/C++ (CGI), DB2. Oracle
databases fa internet applications in
UNLX & NT environments. Responsibilities will include the analysis and
design. coding, testing, documentation and implementation of
programs for online application.
Mus-t be a sett-starter. If interested
in this position, send resume to
jobsOmusalman.com or fax at
(40512946E139, Fen Ntsztarri Xts.
HELP wArato
Eam Extra Cash!! Make your own
hours!! Responsible students to
market/manage Citibank prornotions
on canna Rce Glean’s/ Earn
$400.6/weeK Call Rose at
1,900,3508472.
PART-71ME MERCHANDISER
Klutz, a company specializing
in children’s activity products, is
seeking an articulate peopleperson
to stock. clean and mend Klutz
products in stores in your area.
This enthusiastic self-starter will
serve as a Klutz ambassador to
Cook & gift stoves and leep a keen
eye on the maintainance and
appearance of Klutz dispdays. This is
a job that will naquire you to shake
hands as well as to repair or rebuild
a display rack. You will also be drang
your car to and teNaen MIES. This
is a parttime. hourly position of
1520 hrs per week. The schedule is
somewhat flexible. Retail exp.
a plus. Pay is $10.00/hr. Fax
resume to Kate Moore, 650-8579110 or mail to 455 Portage Ave.
Palo Alto, CA 94306
MALM MONK in Valley F-air Mall
seeks energetic personalities
to join our team. Good pay.
Flex hours GREAT Environment.
Apply in person or call Cindy
408-244-7370.
FREE CD HOLDERS, T-SHIRTS,
Pre-Paid Phone Cards. Earn
$1000 parttime on campus.
Students or Student
Organizations Call for info.
188-358-9099.
SPRING AND SUMMER 101151
The Princeton Review is hiring
bright, dyanamic people to
teach Spring and Summer SAT
preparation courses. Part-time.
Starting pay $16 hourly. Call
after 3pm 1-800-2 -REVIEW.
GET A SUMMER 1013 N SPRING!!
City Beach in Santa Clara is looking
for volleybati refs arvi peaty staff
Cal1408-654-9330 or ernal
dowght@citytearn.com
P/T CHILD CARE NEEDED
in my home for my 19 mo. old
son. Wed and Fri 3:00.7:00pm
$7/hr. 4013-378-9190
PARTTIME ADMINSTRA1TVE
position with dynanc, grwing fT in
company in San Jose area.
20 + as-flexible schedule. Must
haw excellent organization and
custar,,skills, knowledge of
COrT031iterSand WOW pucessing
applications.user lecel MS Windiaml
deverlence.Ftecremireame,
5102499125 /shivaleunitek.COrn
SOCIAL SERVICES Parttime
(20 hr/wk) positions available
with youth sering agency.
Opportunities int lude program
delivery. communtly organizing.
and administrative support
Salary 510 to $11.50 an hour
Resume anti cover letter to
Dept MM, Girl Scouts of Santa
Clara County, 1310 S. Bascom
Ave., San Jose,95128 or Fax
(408) 2878025AA/E0E
WANTED 29 PEOPLE
to get SS PAK) $$ to lose up
to 30 as in the next 30 days.
Natural. Guaranteed
Call (888) 240-3710.
S1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
mailing our circulars Free
information. Call 202-452-5901.

Certain advertisements in
these column, may refer Um
reader to speak telephone
for
numbers or addr
additional Information
Classified readers shook! be
’winded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition. readers should
carefully twesttgate al firms
offering employment Ilednip
orcoupons for discount
vacations or rnercnend I se.

WI AT IN21110
kora AM aliCOMIC
RAM, GAWP anal
WO CAU111.1 041
4.00041.0 WON)
HOIONIT
MOW

4(18-924-3282

FA X:

DATA EYTRY Immediate Openrngsil
Mear,al bring offioe heTtelt Fax
resume to Munira 510-6230154 or
Call 510 6230151 for info
DATA ENTRY/OFFICE WORK
Rental company seeks part time
help billing accounting
general office work. Rex Hours.
10 hrs per yvk min. $8.00/hr.
1746 H Junction Av SJ 436-8020
TRACKER OPPORTUNITIES
High quality licensed childcare
centers for 2-12 year olds.
Recreation enrichment curriculum.
Flexible PT/FT positions
Days. Eve, Weekends
Team Environment
Min 6 ECE required
Eam while you learnIn house training
Benefas Available
Growing throughout the Bay Area.
iiklePak 2607929, FAX 2607366

ARTS & CRAFTS firm needs B/G
Fnday. Computer exp. very helpful.
In business for 8 years. Looking for
reliable person. Functioning lunatics
considered. Bob 984-4020.
DAY CAMP JOBS! Counselors
wanted for San Jose day camp
with emphasis on multi -cultural
environment and sports programs
for girls. M-F. June-Aug, salary +
bras. 287-4170, ext. 260
TELEMARKETING
Part/Full-Time. Day, Eve, and
Wknd shifts a.eiable. Sell cisoixst
newsparer subcriptions.
Salary plus bonus.
NEW loation: 31N 2nd St. #270
408/49402C0 fazda Pranclions.
Call or come in TODAY!
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Parttime, Flexible Hours.
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown SanJose.
Inner City Express.
22 W. Saint John St. San Jose.

SPRING and SUMMER JOBSI
The Princeton Review is hiring
bright, dynamic people to teach
Spring and Summer SAT GROOMPSASST/103143.111P
preparation courses. Part-time. needed for small. exclusive shop
Starting pay: $16 hourly. and kennel. PT. Tues-Sat. Must be
Call after 3pm 1-800.2-REVIEW.
reliable, honest. able to do
physical work. Exp. working
DREYER’S GRAND ICE CREAM w/dogs preferred. but will train.
Is looking for full and parttime
Great oppty for dog nor $6.50 rr.
merchandisers throughout the Bay
Can FAX resume to 408/3770109
Area. Must drive own vehichle.
or Call 371.9115.
$10.00/hour to start plus mileage
Call Debi at 1-800-454-3442.
1013 OPPORTUNITIES!!!
ed 9021.
BALANCE "Your Staffing Solution"
2355 De La Cruz BNd.
UFEGUARD/SWIM INSTRUCTOR
Santa Clara. CA 95050
Cencel ‘MCA is row hiring for summer
TEL: 408-980-9000
ad Predate enactment. Indoor
FAX: 408-980-9950
and outdoor pools. Parteme to
invivtalancestaff.com
40 firs/week Bp enaurrent.
Positions Available: Warehouse,
Resble schedule. Ca129131717 x34 Clerical, Administrative Assistant,
for more infarnalion.
Manufactunng. Customer Service.
DIRECTORS, TEACHERS, AIDES
Thinking about a career working
withchildren? The YMCA of Santa
Clara Valley is now hiring for
preschool and schootage child
are centers in San Jose. Cupertino.
Santa Clara, Los Gatos.
Saratoga. Campbell, Evergreen.
Milpitas. Full and part-time available. Hours flexible around
school.Fun staff teams. great
experience in working with
children, career acNancement.
and good training opportunities.
Teachers require minimum
6 units in ECE, ecucat i on ,
recreation. psychology.
sociology, physical education
and/or other related fields. Please
call Beth Profio at 408-291-8894
for more narnabon an locators.
DPEREMZED STIER
for 2-10 mo. Oder Kids. 816 hrs/week
n the daytime. References readied.
Cal Sue 267-27E9.
SUMMER CAMP 10851
Counselors arid Speaalists for
horseback riding, art performance
art. Env. Ed. backpacking
gymnastics and archery at two
nasrdent gra camps in Santa Cruz
atm. art day camp in San Jose.
Lifeguards, food service, mare..
and health staff also needed.
June-Pag. salay bnfts.
287-4170. ext. 260.
NO BOSS! WORK FROM HOME.
Heatth. Fitness, Nutrition
$500 $3,000/rno.
P/T or F/T
No experience necessary!
(888) 5907642 or
(408) 879.8342.
BEHAVIOR TUTORS work w/sp. rids.
kids. Trainrg prowled. Driv’riterrecfmtnsed.
Eao. w/lois pet P/T only
$12,tr 4C8937.9580

ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY
PLUS seeking Infant. Toddler, and
Preschool Teeders and Aides. F/T &
P/T positions ay-arable. Substitute
positions are also available that
offer flexible hours. ECE units are
required for teacher positions but
not required for Aide positions.
Excellent oppportunity for Child
Development majors. Please call
Cathy for an inane« at 244-1968
or fax resume to 248-7350.

CREDIT UNION ASSISTANTS - Job
FREE RADIO + 812501
Code 35SPO. Part-Time & Full.
Fundraiser open to student
Time. No Weekends. No Sales
groups & organizations.
Quotas. Minimum $11.50/hr to
Earn $3-$5 per Visa/MC app.
start. Provide member and teller
We supply all materials at no
services. Requires HS Diploma or
cost. Call for info or visit our
equivalent. 1 yr teller experience,
website. Qualified callers
good communication & PC skills. receive a FREE Baby Boom Box.
We offer generous compensation
1.800-932-0528 x 65.
and benefits including medical,
YAW., . ocmconcepts.com
dental, vision, special employee
loans and opportunities for tuition
SECURITY
assistance. Qualified candidates
Abcom Private Secunty
DO YOU EPUOY WORKING WITH should fax or send resume to
We vali train you.
CHILDREN? Small World Schools 408-756-2565, STAR ONE FCU.
Student Friendly.
is hiring Teatime, Aides & Subs HR Dert. P.O. Box 3643. Sunnyvale,
FT, PT, Wkdys & Wknds.
for their school-age chikl care
Pal shifts. Flexible Schedule.
CA 94088-3643. Please include
centers in San Jose. ECE. CD.
job code.
408.247-4827
Psych, Soc. or Rec units required.
We caw corrightle pay, excellent
DAYCARE TEACHERS.
training. and a great work environK-8 school seeks responsible
MAWAMMO.
individuals for extended daycare.
ment. tf you are interested call
P/T in the aftemoon. No ECE units 2 BORM APARTMENT 8976/mo
(408) 283-9200 ext. 21.
required. Previous experience with
Security Type Building
children preferred. Please call
REPUTABLE MONTESSORI
Secure Parking
looking for
244-1968 x 16
Close to Campus
INFANT TEACHER ASSISTANT
Modern Building
ACUFACTS SECURITY
(12:00 6:30) M.F and
Laundry Room
GREAT JOB FOR STUDENTS’
TEACHER ASSISTANT
Village Apartments
Full & parttime positions available 576 South Fifth Street
(7:30.3:30) M-F.
Paid training
(408) 295-6893
Contact Lisa at 408.723-5140.
Excellent benefits
No expenence necessary
VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS
SPACIOUS 18 2 BORM APTS.
Apply in person at
Live in luxury and walk to school!
Ambitious & energetic people
555 D Mendian Ave. San Jose.
needed, FT/PT. Eam $8-$15 per
We offer a pool. spa. suana, full
Or call Laurie at 408-286-5880
gyrn, on-site management, all
hour (average). Flexible, will work
appliances included, central A/C.
around your school schedule.
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES
Stop by today for a tour.
Lots of fun and eam good money.
& Reglar class. $8.52-$12.10
Open Monday thru Saturday.
Call (408) 867-7275. leave
voicemail or email us at
hour. Saratoga School Dist. Call
THE COLANNADE
www.corinthianparking.com .
201So 4th St. (408) 279-3639.
867-3424 x200 for application &
information. Immediate Need
Leave name and number where
you can be contacted.
INSTAUER/SIGN FABRICATOR:
SHARED HOUSING
ACCOUNTING CLERK Needed Attention to detail a must! Related
Excellent math, people, logic, experience preferred. Will be fabri- NICE ROOM IN 2 BDRM HOUSE
phone & organizational skills are a cating and installing signs. Room Kitchen ply., Wash/Dryer. cable.
must. Basic computer skills will for advancement. Good DMV. Able Neer =cue 1121 Sherrnsn St
be required. This is a part time to In 50 lbs. 30-40 hrs Mf/Benefits $550/rro. 1st /last/Dep. negaki:ie
w (403) 2473734 h 008)9939037
position. Mandatory hours are New Directions Sign Service
9:30 2pm (20 hrs/wk) Monday 365 Woodview Drive #300
through Friday. Fax resume with Morgan Hill. CA 95037
Fax: (408) 778.7392
MIQ’
salary history to 408/554-9598.

SUMMER MANAGEMENT
POSITIONS
Now hinng high-achieving students
for a managerial position, which
through training. support. effort &
TELEMARKEDNG SUPER189:41
integnty. resurts in personal &
Needed to motivate. recut. tian and
&rewrite a learn tearnaketers aid
professional growth.
Average earnings $9200.
office staff n our downtown Sart Jae
vnwy.varsItystudentcom
locaticn. Must be amid* to wok
1-800-295.9675.
days. eaxings, ard orywelterds, Must
na.e basic PC knowlecge and erry
EXCELLENT WEDCEPD 10B $10//81. wakirg with people. We MI trainyou.
Great gowth pctertal ax1benefrs
Need Enthusiasm to hold sign
pazirage. We are a 24 )ear old
to direct buyers to new homes
Call Toll Free 1-888-304-0088.
corricery pomotrg Fe Bayhea ’s
test newspapers. Peace fa esure
TENNIS INSTRUCTOR neededfor ard wet letter to 510.5053191 or
Campbell Recreation. M/T/W/TH email tx.qasfinorne.opm. Questions?
68
$18/1y. Cal 4088662740
Call 5105051500. ask for Borne.
VALETPARKERS Valets needed
for P/T eves & weekends. Fun.
flexible job dunng school. Park
cars for weddings. parties and
special events in the Los Gatos
area. Must be outgoing, friendly,
and neat in appearance. No
previous experience nec. Must be
able to dnve a 5 spd and have a
valid CDL and your own transp.
Eam up to $12.00/hr with Tips.
Call Michael @ Golden Gate Valet
(800) 8254871.
TEACHERS WANTED
-KIDZ KLUB"
the On-Site Child
Care Center of the
DANIELSSON CHANG
LAW OFFICES,
has openings for
P/T and F/T teachers.
The center provides full time
care for law office staff
children and drop-in care for
children of clients while
they are visiting our office.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
- just nen& , creativity, and a
LOVE OF CHILDREN!
CALL (408) 364-0345

REPUTABLE morotssora
looking fix DAYCARE STAFF person.
Parttime (2:30-6:30). Working
with elementary aged children.
Contact Lisa at
408423-5140.
BULLDOG GOLF CO. is hiring
sales representatives for our
office located adjacent to SJSU.
No experience needed. We will
train. Minimum of $10 per hour
to $20 per hour + bonuses +
incentives. Fun environment.
408-971-1645.
DELUXE DRIVING SCHOOL
is hiring behind the wheel 8,
classroom instructors. Part time
now reading to full time summer
good pay. No Experience
required. We will train you. High
school grads. Over 18, good health
& no aiminal word. 999W San
Carlos St. 408-971-7557
ywov.deluxedriving.corn
GENERAL HIP fa small mattress
store. Close to SJSU. Informal
atrosphere. Jeans OK Ralbe Hrs.
Steaiy work Cal Ed 286.9609

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES
Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters,

OVUM DONORS NEEDED
Women ages 21-32, Healthy,
Responsible, All Nationalities.
Give the Gift of Life!!!
53,500 stipend & expenses paid.
We especially need
Japanese and Chinese Donors.
PLEASE CAU. US AT WWFC
(800) 314-9998
AFTER SCHOOL CHILD CARE
needed. Loving faavly looking for
someone to spend the afternoon
with children ages 7 & 10. Some
tutoring may be required. Car
necessary. Alum Rock area. M & W
2 -6pm. Call 2591139 evenings.
EARN EXTRA CASH
Up to $600/month
Become a Sperrn Donor
Healthy males, 19- 40 years old
Jniv. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Ciyobank
650-324-1900, M-F. 8-4:30

MATH TUTOR- Retired Engineer/
Meth minor. Experienced Elem.
H.S. and College algebra.
geometry, trig tutor including
CBEST, GED and SAT preparation.
Back to basics. Call AI at
40857&1568.
1114JNOUAL TUTORIAL CENTER
Math: Algebra - Geometry
Statistics Trig - Calculus
Physics: Mechanics - Electric
SAT GED - CBEST - ESL TOEFL
Computer: Vis.Basic, Vis.C++
Spanrsh: All levels
Call: Michael 408-298-7576
Email: tutor90763@aotcom

OPPORTUNMES

CHILD DEVELOPMEN1’ INC.
offers positions for
Directors Assistant Directors
Teachers Teacher Akles
FT & PT opportunities available
worteng with infant/toddler,
preschool & school age children.
CDI/CDC offers a competitive
salary. excellent benefits package
to FT & PT employees and an
enriching work environment. For
positions avail at our centers in:
San Jose, Sunnyvale. Los Altos,
Campbell, Saratoga, Cupertino,
Morgan HNI 8 Redwood City
car (408)3719900 a
fa, resunes to (408) 371.7685
e-mail: jandersonffittlicdc.org
For more info about CDI/CDC &
qualifications. call our 24 Hour
Jobline P1-888.9-CDICDC. EOE

IDEAL3 DAY VVEIDOEM) RETAIL JOB
Men’s clothing . Opx)orityFeSa-Sin.
Randy erarcanent Callaticke days or
cane in to 20100uane Av. S. Oara
9700900.140e), 101 Eat S. Tomas
L onSoof. L aLlw.Rcn2010 Wane.

GREF,K MESSAGES
ALPHA PHI LOVES OUR NEW
members, Peggy, Fabiene, Mary.
Lindsay, Danica, Amber, Allison,
MelissaC.. Stephanie. MeissaW. &
Elizabeth.

TRAVEL
BE FLEXIBLE...
Europe 5448 r/t plus taxes
TRAVEL ANYTIME IN 1999!
Hawaii $119 o/w
Mexico/Caribbean $199 r/t +taxes
CHEAP FARES WORLDWIDE!!!
CALL: 415-834-9192
www.airhitch.org

FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY RATES CALL

numbers,

408-924-3277

punctuation & spaces between words.
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Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
Two
Three
One
Days
Days
Day
$7
$9
3 lines
$5
$10
$8
4 lines
$6
$9
$11
$7
5 lines
$10
$12
6 lines
S8
line.
additional
$1 for each

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

After the fifth day. rale increases by $1 per day
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines: $90
3-9 lines: $70
15-191ines: $110

Five
Days
$13
$14
$15
$18

Name

Please check

Address

one classification:

Cay

San

Meade

Phone

Send check or money order to.
Spartan Daily Classifieds
SanJcee State Uniwrsity
SanJose, CA 95192-0149
MI Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209
II Deadline: 10:00 a.m. two weekdays before publication
II All ads are prepaid II No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecutive pubecations dales only
QUESTIONS? CALL (408)924-3277

Campus Clubs’
Greek Messages’
Events’
Announcements’
_ Lost and Found’
Volunteers’
For Sale’
Autos For Sale*
Computers Etc
Wanted’
Employment
Opportunities

,/

_Rental Housing
_Shared Housing’
_Reis Estate
_Services’
_Health/Beauty’
_Sports/Thais’
_Insurance
_Entertainment’
_Travel
_Tutonng’
_Worn Processrng
_Scholarshrps

available for these classifications. S5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
in DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.
Special student rates

’1110411,0MO. MOWN V. 0111
1.11. MO
MAI FOYCIMOT1C
WM PUSHUP 01110 OUT MP
NM IVO
OMNI SCAMS
PAM OPE

WANTED

SERVICES

HAMMERED DULCIMER TUTOR
Have dularner. Live dose to school
Cal Pal at 4082959146

WRMNG NEU):
Highest qualrty wnting, editing.
ghostwriting. Essays. application
statements, reports. etc.
Please call Dave Bolick,M.A. at
(510r 501-9554 or
email belIckObest.com
VISA/MasterCard accepted.
FREE writing tips now available at
www.academIcwrItIng.corn

AUTOS FOR SALE
1993 P3RD PROBE SILK MILES
One owner. many extras, 56.500
Good cond. Brian 573-9999
WORD PROCESSING
ANNA’S WORD PROCESSING
Term papers, thesis, resumes,
group projectsatc. Typewriter
for your applications for med/law
school, etc. Tape transcription.
Fax Machine. Notary Public.
Call Anna at 972-4992.

INCOME TAXES
15% off w/ Student ID.
Ask about NEW
’98 Student Tax Credits!
CRS (408)281.3555. San Jose
or (510)435-4061, Fremont.
STUDIENT DENTAL PLAN I
Only $57.00 per year.
Save 3096 - 6096
on your dental needs.
For info call 1 800 655-3225.

PROFESSICPPLVANdRonsitg
Theses. Term Papers, Resumes,
Group Projects, etc. All formats.
specializing APA. Micro/mini
INSTRUCTION
tape transcription. Fax Expenenced.
dependable, quick retum.
PROFESSIONAL GUITARLST now
Almaden/Branham area.
accepting students who wish to
Call Linda (408) 264-4504.
excel in playing guitar or bass. AO
levels welcome: Beginning, Inter.
mediate or Advanced. Leam any
ANNOUNCEMENTS
style: Jazz. Blues. Rock, Fusion,
Funk. Reggae, or Folk.Call Bill at
"HOW TO NEGOTIATE FINANCIAL 408-298-6124.
AID" This article can be found in the
news ardwes at www. csmoritorcont
the Pulitzer Prize winning Christian
INSURANCE
Science Monitor. Click on "news
archives" and specify what you
BESTRATESonAUIONSUINCE
Free Phone Quotes
are looking for as: "negotiate and
college and financial aid".
No Driver Refused
4x4’s
IT’S ABOUT HAPPINESS
Accidents
Cancelled
It’s about freedom. It’s about you!
"WHAT IS SCIENTOLOGY?" Find
Tickets
out for yourself. Order "WHAT IS
D.U.I.
SCIENTOLOGY?" And get your
S.R. Filing
Good Student Discount
FREE personality test. Call Ilene at
Call us now
the Church of Scientology,
408-244-9100
1-800293-6483.
8am - 8pm Mon. -Sat.
ALL -COVERAGE INSURANCE

Vieo

Daily
SSWORD
ACROSS
1 Celebrations
6 Tropical tree
10 Candle core
14 Last Greek letter
15 On the briny
16 Of the mouth
17 Trite
18 Astensk
19 Italian capital
20 O. Henry
specialty
22 Type of jerk?
23 Caesar’s road
24 Fib
26 Aged. as cheese
30 Stuffing
34 Worship
35 Eternities
36 Checkers piece
37 Liver’s output
38 Graphic
40 Starbucks order
41 Lad
42 TV’s Warrior
Pnncess
43 Detroit baseball
player
44 Damages
46 Weightlifter’s
gear
48 Playing marble
49 Emanation
50 Take apart
53 Calista
Flockhan’s show
59 Wharf
60 Carryall
61 "Last - in Pans"
62 Mexican pot
63 Frankenstein’s
helper
64 Reed
instruments
65 Astronaut
Armstrong
66 Green shade
67 Fix the clock
DOWN
Heaps
2 Asian nurse

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

MUOU M0000 011100
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=MD OMUMMOWOM
MI= UMUO UMMMMOI
MRIMMBOO MORO
MOM BROODUM
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UMMOI2
MO MOON
MROMUMO WOMB
ORM@ 008010110
MMOOMM MEW BOO
MOMUNUOMMN OMUU
UMDM MOMOD OREM
MOO MUM =MU
0 1990 Unded Feature Synclaste

3 TV’s Jay
4 Seaweed
product
5 Soup cracker
6 Glued
7 "The Maltese
Falcon" actress
8 Shakespearean
king
9 Virginia’s
neighbor
10 Was employed
11 Press
12 Arrived
13 Swiss painter
Paul 21 Sault - Marie
25 Psyche parts
26 Synagogue
leader
27 Language of a
subgroup
28 Sea anemone,
e.g
29 Before. to Blake
30 Luau food
31 Snapshot, e.g.
32 Type o orange
33 Tree knot

35 Spacewalk, to
NASA
38 Word for word
39 Those holding
office
40 Triangular sail
42 Livy’s dozen
43 Farm vehicle
45 Unconcerned
with nght and
wrong
46 Customers
47 Limb
49 Choir
voices
50 On top of
51 Cleopatra’s
nver
52 Where lo get a
hero
54 Corporate
symbol
55 Baseball’s
Ruth
56 Adam’s
grandson
57 Wnter
James 58 Missing

MEM MAI MOM
MEM UM= MEM
MUM EMEM MIME
INIMMIIMMEMM MEM
in=
MIME= MINIMMIN
NM MEM
MUM
MO= NM= MOM
MIIIMME
MEM MOM
EMMOMME diMUMME
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AIM MEM MEM
MOM 111=111 MOM
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Just ducking around

Aimee Santos/Spartan lut%
Bill Russell, left, helps graduate student Sean Monagahan to place his installation art exhibit on
the fountain, next to the Seventh Street Plaza. This is Monaghan’s second installation art exhibit that
involves the theme of ducks. This current exhibit was a giant duck made out of styrofoam, with a
plaster shell that included speakers in the eyes and a video camera in the mouth. The camera is
connected to a small television, where students are able to see what the duck sees as it moves in a
circular motion from the flow of water in the fountain.

Admissions: Change in policy
Continued from page 1

they will see the adviser," he said.
The advising center has
of the changes who need to see an
between six and seven advisers
adviser immediately.
"We have a floater adviser to working at all times.
Yolanda Real, a receptionist
answer individual questions," he
who schedules appointments,
said.
said
students usually don’t give
A floater adviser is a person
helping
students
without her problems about the new
appointments or who have quick appointment system.
Real said the change upset
questions.
A lot of students like the new only one student so far. Real said
system better because they don’t she explained the change to the
student and scheduled and
have to wait in line.
"We don’t have to wait here. It appointment for her.
was always crowded," said Rise "I just let them (students) know
Kasuia, an environmental stud- we’re now on appointment-only
ies major. Jeff Chang, a computer basis," she said.
Bundy said the advising censcience student, said he found out
about the new system when he ter will expand its services durcame to admissions and records ing the most busy days of the
semester, such as the week before
to ask some questions.
"I thought I would have to wait class registration.
"We will do appointments and
in line. This is a little bit better.
At least students know when drop-ins at the same time," he

said.
According to Bundy, it is the
first semester the center is trying
this system.
If it does not work, it might be
changed back to a drop-in basis
or a combination of both next
semester.
"We will know if it’s working
by how many students they
(advisers) are seeing a day and
how long students have to wait
for appointments. We’ll also know
it’s not working if students have
to wait two weeks for an appointment," he said.
The advisers were not available for comment because the
receptionist declined to allow
them to be interviewed.
Students can make appointments at the admissions and
records building between 9 a.m.
and 4 p.m. or by calling 924-2129.

Davis: women’s history month
Continued from page 1
Davis was placed on the FBI’s 10
most wanted list for her alleged
involvement in a shooting incident in a Marin County courthouse.
According to Davis, she was
arrested in New York later that
year. She was returned to
California to face charges of kidnapping, murder and conspiracy.
She was accused of planning an
alleged kidnapping of three prisoners and supplying the gun that
killed four people during the incident in Marin.
The guns were registered in
her name and bought after receiving several death threats, according to Davis.
"I was facing the death penalty," Davis said. "I spent 16 months
in jail and was found not guilty by:
an all white jury"
Davis asked the audience to
think about the clothes they were
wearing and the women who may
have suffered to make them: The
women in Indonesia and Vietnam
working for large global corporations in sweat shop conditions,
who do not come close to making
minimum wage.
"Corporate industries are
claiming the lives of people of
color; there is an economic
exploitation of the third world,"
Davis said.
"She has done extensive
research about women’s issues
and human right’s issues," said
Joni Thissen, coordinator of the
event. "She strives to teach people
about the global society and
broaden our knowledge."
Davis said it is partly because
of her own incarceration that she
has done more than 30 years of
research on prison reforrn and
prisoner’s rights.
She has recently focused on
women in prison locally and internationally Davis has traveled to
women’s prisons in Cuba and the
Netherlands as pert of her
research.
According to Davis, there are
more than two million people in
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Wahlquist Moving to garage
Continued from page 1
and available space we had to
work with, it wasn’t as attractive.
They offer nice space, but neither
would be as habitable as the current plan we made," Zavagno said.
The plan, designed by independent architect Todd Sklar, would
put a building within a building.
"The whole first floor of the
garage will be enclosed in a shell.
The employees will not be aware
of the noises of cars going up and
down the ramps or the squeal of
tires. Noise will not be an issue,"
Zavagno said.
He added the floor will be
raised over the concrete, which
will allow for air ducts and electrical wiring. Air monitoring
machines and filters may be
added.
Power would be provided by
Pacific Gas &Electric, via a tap
into the overhead power lines.
Zavagno said the construction
crew would also hook up to the
sewer system, so the employees
would not have to rely on outhouses or septic tanks.
Eventually, Zavagno said,
almost all of the Wahlquist services will eventually be moved to
the Clark Library after a five-plus
year stay in the garage office.
"It makes sense to put all of
our most important buildings in

the center of the campus,"
Zavagno said of the eventual
move to Clark Library.
A concern is that the original
budget for relocation was $13 million, but Zavagno said that it may
go a few million dollars higher.
Larson said she sees the
increasing amount of money as a
waste, and the employees around
her are hesitantly accepting the
move that she sees as "probably
permanent."
"They’re spending $13 million
to remodel a garage and put in
five to seven years of service. I
doubt they’ll tear it up that easily,
letting all that work and money
go to waste. At best, it could be
turned into something for the students, but we have our doubts,"
she said.
"It would be cheaper for them
to build a new parking lot rather
than tear up what they built for
us. All this that they’re doing is
too much.
It’s too much for the joint
library project. The money
amount is growing. I wouldn’t be
surprised if they didn’t do it,"
Larson said.
Freeman said the current plan
is to revert the floor back to parking space once the services are
done with the garage, but it is
possible to make the installation

permanent
"There would be little to do to
’permatize’ it. It wouldn’t require
much more money to do the little
modifications that would be
required. There would have to be
reconsideration of durability and
life cycle of some items, such as
air conditioning and filtering
units.
"We could need faculty or class
space. If the university decided to
keep it, there are a number of
options they could use it for,"
Freeman said.
Not all of the affected parties
are looking at the move negatively.
Marlene Anderson, director of
student financial services, said
she sees the movement as a positive thing, and keys on the fact
that most of the core services
(financial aid, student services, ID
card center and cashiering) will
be located next to one another,
making a "one-stop shop."
She said the cashier area will
have a bank-like feel to it and
that the employees will have more
square footage available to them.
"It will be a comfortable and
good environment. With all of the
services located next to each
other, it will give the students a
one-stop shopping environment,"
she said.

Holstrom: New classroom
Continued from page 1
said.
Bates said there is a perceived
lack of space for classes on campus, but actually, there is room.
He said departments are reluctant to offer space to instructors
from other departments because
they are worried about an inappropriate use of space.
Bates said in the Instructional
Studies building there are many
labs with sensitive equipment.
He’s concerned that lecture
classes taking place in the labs
might result in injuries or damage to the equipment because

students from other departments
don’t know how to use or avoid
the equipment. However, he did
offer Holstrom’s geography class
the use of the instructional technology division’s teaching lab
because there is no sensitive laboratory equipment in the classroom.
"We would like to eee the
entire campus have the ability to
share space without danger that
it might be lost," Bates said.
He said he’s aware administrators know there’s a problem
with space use, and Buerger was
helpful in arranging the move.
Holstrom and her students

moved to the new location March
12.
"The (new) room is huge,"
Holstrom said. "It even has an
Internet connection with a
screen. There are plenty of seats
for everyone."
Bates said he is pleased that
the arrangement is working out,
and he offered her the use of
classroom space in the building
next semester. He said he hopes
more departments will share
space with each other in the
future.
"I hope sharing the space with
Holstrom is the first step in that
direction," he said.
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Angela Davis looks back at a police officer as she enters a building
in 1972. Davis spoke to about 300 people at Mission College as part
of Women’s history month.
U.S. prisons.
"Prisons should not relersent
the only solution for social problems," Davis said.
According to Davis, many people have been labeled as surplus
or expendable in the prison system. "We need to be concemed
with the large amount of women
currently in prison." said Davis.
"Today there are more women in

California prisons than the entire
country in 1970."
Davis is an opponent of racism
in the criminal justice system,
and she is currently writing a
book on the topic.
"I hope I made you think about
your lives diffiniently," Davis said.
"And I hope you think about a way
that you can begin to make a difference."
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ELECTION DATES:
MARCH 17 Ile MARCH 18, 1999
Polling Locations:
Duncan Hall (near Shuttle) 9am - 2:30pm
9am - 2:30pm
7th St. (Central Plaza)
9am - 2:30pm
10th St. & San Fernando

19

Morris Dailey
7th St. & San Carlos
Joe West Hall

9am - 2:30pm
2:30pm - 8pm
2:30pm - 8pm

MAKE A DIFFERENCE AND16TE
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student goverrunent and serves as the voice
of the students. The government is divided
into two branches: the executive and the
legislative. The executive branch is composed of the President, Vice President arid
the Controller. The legislative branch is
made up of the A.S. Board of Directors.
Every semester, each matnculated student pays a Student Association fee. This
student money adds up to approximately 2.6
million dollars a year and makes up the
yearly budget administered by the A.S.
Board of Directors.
Each year the Associated Students
begins with a general fund. Some A.S.
money is available for clubs and organizations that are registered. Canipus registered
groups are welcome to apply for the use of
these funds through the Student
Organization funding process.
Much of the money also goes to fund
A.S. services such a.s the Business Office,
Print Shop, Campus Recreation, and Transit
Access Pmgrarn. Money is also given to the
A.S. Special Events which provides students with programs such as Homecoming,
concerts and the Food Bazaar.
Who cat) %oft!’
To vote in the Npnng 1999 General
Elections. you must be a matnculated, currently enrolled student at San Jose State
University and have paid the Associated
Students fee. If you are enrolled at San Jose
State through Continuing Education - Open
University you aremi eligible to vote.
All you need to vote in the Spring 1999
General Elections are:
1. Your Tower card
2. Valid Spring 1999 enrollment sticker
If you do not have a tower card, you must go
to the Tower card office located on the
upper level of the Student Union. If you do
not have or have not received the Spring
1999 enrollment sticker, you must go to
Cashiering Services in Wahlquist South.
Yes! ( 444 tie RAW tlittltvhiaelikalia9 ?Open
Forums allowing you to meet all the candidates and ask them questions. The Open
Forums will be on:
Tuesday, March 9, 1999, 12:151:15pm in the Almaden Room,
Student Union &
Wednesday, March 10, 1999, 4:305.30pm in the Guadalupe Room,
Student Union.
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If you have any questions. please contact the A.S. Election Board at 924-5955.
CANDIDATES FOR
A.S. PRESIDENT
Heather Cook
Blue and Gold Party
As your A.S. President this year, I
have upheld every one of my campaign promises without raising your
fees:
Increased Students’ Accessibility by
holding Student Summits and
President’s Meetings.
Improved Campus Technology:
Initiated the A.S. Computer Center to
provide student access to technology
at SJSU.
Improved Campus Safety: Initiated
Safety Week informing students of
safety services available in campus.
Created the self-defense program for
women.
To uphold my existing and new
promises, I will:
Increase accessibility to A.S. by
establishing an A.S. hotline and
upgrade the A.S. web page with direct
links to your student leaders.
Continue to support student organizations by simplifying the $100,000
funding process and fighting to eliminate Student Union rental fees for student groups.
Continue to ensure that the $25 million of your shident fees are effectively appropriated to student services
and activities though completing the
A.S. Computer Center and A.S. Child
Development Center, improving the
publicity of services by the Health
Center, and offering increased services through the Student Union.
Fight for better student representation in the governance of the
University. I have already initiated
this change to the A.S. Board of
Directors responsibilities, including
them as senators in the Academic
Senate and on important campus
boards and committees.
By re-electing me as your A.S.
President you will get results and fulfilled promises. By re-electing me,
you will get the experience that is cru-

cial to A.S. and to your representation.
YOUR VOICE...YOUR CHOICE: REELECT HEATHER COOK FOR A.S.
PRESIDENT!
Leo Davila
4. Spartan Party
My name is Leo Davila, and I am milning for the Office of Associated
Students President. For the past year
I have served as the A.S. Director of
California State Affairs and Vice Chair
of the A.S. Board of Directors.
As the Associated Students President
I will:
increase student input in the
University decision-making process
by consolidating student sources of
power on campus with the A.S. Board
of Directors, and then holding Board
members accountable to the students
by requiring them to give monthly
reports to the student body, via the
A.S. Shident Leader Newsletter or
Spartan Daily.
create a Lobby Corps Committee,
which will allow more students to
become involved with the advocacy
side of Associated Students.
add lap-top check outs to the services provided by the new A.S.
Computer Center.
extend the drop deadline until the
last day of classes with no more than
a professors signature. UC Berkeley,
Stanford, and many other prestigious
Universities have this policy for dropping, and I feel that SJSU should not
be any different. This can be done
through our 7 students in the
Academic Senate.
hold Spartan Shops more accountable by using the four student members of the Spartan Shops Board to
inform other students of what
Spartan Shops is up to. This will keep
suprises like Carl’s Jr. from happening
again.
If you have any questions about
myself, my current position in
Associated Students, or my goals as
A.S. President, please do not hesitate
to contact me at 924-6408.

Statements on this page were supplied by the candidates end have not been checked tor seeurecy,
grammar, or spelling by the A.S. Election Board. Submission of statements was voluntary.

CANDIDATES FOR
A.S. VICE-PRESTDENT
Kristina Palos
Blue and Gold Party
As a third year student at San Jose
State, I have served you as your
Associated Students Director of
Student’s Rights and Responsibilities,
member of the Student Fairness
Conunittee, and member of the Child
Care Task Force. I have also worked
as the Vice President/Chair of Alpha
Omicron Pi International Sorority,
member of the SJSU Forensics Team
and student member on the Fremont
Board of Education.
If elected as Vice President/Chair
of Associated Students, Inc., I will
provide the student body with the
same level of service as provided
throughout my term as A.S. Director
of
Student’s
Rights
and
Responsibilities. As a Director, I
approved the creation of the A.S.
Computer Center, A.S. Printshop
improvement, changes to the Board
of Directors Responsibilities, and
much more.
Upon election, I will fight for the
passage of all of the issues on the Blue
and Gold Party Platform. Especially,
the continued improvement of A.S.
outreach and services provided to
you. In addition, I plan to develop a
more comprehensive education, for
the Board of Directors, so that they
may be more responsive, more
responsible, and more representative
of all of the issues that impact the students at SJSU.
Anthony Drummond
Spartan Party
To the students of San Jose State
University, my name is Anthony
Drummond and I am running for the
Office of Associated Students VicePresident. For the 1998-99 school year
I have served as A.S. Director of
Community Affairs.
As A.S. Director of Community
Affairs I have been actively involved
with the campus community and the
city community itself. I serve as a lia-

son between the university and the
city of San Jose by attending city
council meetings and report back to
the Associated Students Board of
Directors on what policies and issues
that will affect the campus cornmunity. I also serve as a director at large on
the A.S. finance committee and the
Campus Fee Advisory committee.
If elected Vice-President of Associated
student I will:
-create a student action board. This
board will be open to the whole student body to discuss issues pertaining
to the University administration.
-Hold board of directors responsible
for attending the student organization
as stated in their director responsiblities so that we can get the most of the
student representation to the A.S.
board.
I feel that Associated Students can
accomplish a lot if we can get the students more involved in the decision
policies and changes within the
University. If you have any question
about myself or on my goals for
Associated Students please contact
me at (408) 924-8809 or email me at
adrummon@email.sjsu.edu. Please
feel free to stop by the A.S.
Government office to speak with me.
And please VOTE on March 17th or
18th.
CANDIDATES FOR
A. S. CONTROLLER
Rai-mon Barnes
. Blue & Gold Party
Integrity is the word I would use to
describe me! What this means to you
as a voter is that I think it is important
to address issues that students feel are
tangible and relevant to their lives.
As controller I have a big part in what
students can see as tangible. These
things being student fees and activity
fees that are requested and then given
back to student organizations.
Students honestly do not know where
their fees go! This is a problem.
Students
should
know
that
Associated Students, Inc. as a 4 million-dollar non-profit organization as

CANDIDAI LS St
PARTY
AFFILIATIONS
President
Heather Cook
Leo Davila

Blue & Gold Party
Spartan Party

Vice-President
Knstina Palos
Blue & Gold Party
Anthony Drummond
Spartan Party
Controller
Ral-mon Barnes
Blue & Gold Party
Carlos Aguirre
Spartan Party
Director of Academic Affairs
Stacey Roberson
Blue & Gold Party
Director of Business Affairs
Wayne Wilson
Independent
Megan Dunn
Spartan Party
Director of California Stale Affairs
Ivan Juarez
Spartan Party
Director of Communications
Carolina Van der Hoek...Blue & Gold Party
DeAnne Miller
Spartan Party
Director of Community Affairs
Sheret Hoggro
Independent
Heidi Hofschulz
Blue & Gold Party
Director of Environmental Affairs
Anthony Mitchell
Spartan Party
Richard Boyd
Blue & Gold Party
Director of Ethnic Affair s
Lisa Reyes
Spartan Party
Director of Intercultural Affairs
Carlos Jimenez
Spanan Party
Director of Non-Traditional
Minority Affairs
Open
Director of Personnel
Rafael Chavez
Spartan Party
Elena Bannister
Blue & Gold Party
Director of Sponsored Programs
William Hauser
Spanan Party
Ronald Jackson
Blue & Gold Party
Director of Student Rights &
Responsibilities
Amy White
Blue & Gold Party
Director of Student Sersice,
Michelle Pollara
Spartan Party

Statements on this page were supplied by the candidates and have not been checked tor accuracy,
grommet’, or spelling by the A.S. Election Board. Submission of statements wee voluntary.
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well as a student government is
responsible not only to voice the
rights and concerns of the student
populations. It is also to run a business. This consisting of the A.S. print
shop, transit program, child care center, the construction of an A.S. computer center and many other services
that are provided to students through
A.S. funds and resources.
Keepirtg track of sizable budget and
keeping operating expenses under
wraps is no small task. That’s why
you need someone with experience
with both numbers and students. I
believe I am that candidate. So I say
to you all get educated on every candidate and vote your conscience but
most of all participate in the elections
Rai-mon Barnes for
process.
Controller!
Carlos Aguirre
Spartan Party
During the past year I have served as
a member on the Associated Students
Board of Directors, the Finance
Committee and the Campus Fee
Advisory Conunittee. In that capacity I’ve had the honor to represent the
students of San Jose State University.
Such position requires conurtitment,
integrity, and dedication. It is also
imperative to be well informed of the
issues conceming the University and
its effects on the student body.
I am confident that my contribution
has had a positive effect on campus,
and it is my duty to utilize my experience and knowledge as a student representative by serving as Controller.
I will not make promises. I will set
goals that I hope to accomplish with
the help of other concemed students,
and in the end will enhance our eduenhance
experience,
cational
resources utilization, and try to provide services that meet the needs of
the students not provided by the
University. We can meet those basic
goals by adopting one simple policy:
The door will always be open. Your
voice counts.

CANDIDATES FOR A.S.
DIRECTOR OF ACADEMIC
AFFAIRS
Stacey Roberson
Blue and Gold Party
Born and raised in southern
California, I came to San Jose State
University in the fall of 1996 on an
athletic scholarship. I have been on
the Cross Country team for three
years. Next fall will be my last semester of NCAA competition. It is amazing to me how fast the time flies. Last
fall (98’) I was the captain of my team
and therefore went to the Captain
Council meetings. These meetings
are held once a month. The purpose
is to keep open rmes of communication between athletes and the athletic
department. It was at one of these
meetings that the captains were
encouraged to run for an AS position.
After looking over the packet I realized how perfect Director of
Acadernic Affairs was for me. Having
taken an active part in the
Intercollegiate Athletic program I
would be the best candidate to serve
as the AS liaison to this department.
My other campus involvement
include; an active member of Delta
Gamma Sorority since Fall 1996, VP of
Social Standards for Delta Ganuna,
VP
of
Communications
for
Panhellenic, Greek Life Intern, and a
member of the Coordinating Council
of Order of Omega (a honor society
for Greeks). Beirtg heavily involved
in the Greek System I have gained the
Spartan Spirit that I will portray irt
organizing the annual Associated
Students Basketball Tournament.
Cross Country is what brought me to
San Jose and I am so grateful it did. It
has given me the courage to challenge
myself and set life long goals. I look
forward to the challenges of AS and
accomplishing the goals that are set
forth.
CANDIDATES FOR A.S.
DIRECTOR OF BUSINESS
AFFAIRS
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The Blue & Gold Party:
YOUR VOICE .YOUR CHOICE
The Blue & Gold Party is contrnitted to upholding our promises to
you. We have heard your wants
and we will deliver. The Blue &
Gold Party will:
Increase accessibility to A.S. by
establishing an A.S. hotline and
continue the Student Stunmits
and Presidents’ Meetings.
Continue to support student
organizations by simplifying the
$100, 000 funding process and
fighting to eliminate Student
Union rental fees for student
groups.
Ensure that the $25 million of
your student fees are effectively
appropriated to student services
and activities through completing
the A.S. Computer Center and
A.S. Child Development Center,
improving the publicity of services offered by the Health
Center, and offering increased
services through the Student
Union.
Fight for better student representation in the governance of the
University.
VOTE FOR THE BLUE & GOLD
PARTY!
Wayne Wilson
Independent
Greetings. My name is Wayne B.
Wilson. I am running for the position
of Director of Business Affairs.
I have attended San Jose State
University over the past four years,
majoring in Business Administration,
with concentrations in Marketing and
M.I.S. Over the past four years, I have
been, artd am currently involved in
many organizations such as E.C.B.S,
Phi Chi Theta (professional business
and economics fraternity) where I
serve as Director of Publicity and V.P.
of pledge education, Alpha Phi
Alpha, and am the founder of the
Black Business Association here on
campus, where I served as president

Statements on this page were supplied by the candidates end have not been checked for accuracy,
grammar, or spelling by the A.S. Election Board. Submission of statefnents was voluntary.

for two years.
Leadership.
Commitment. Quality. But most
important of all: 5ervice, Being
involved in such organizations, combined with real world business experience with companies such as
Marriot,
Enterprise,
The U.S.
Government, and Northwestern
Mutual Life. I am very much in tune
with the needs of the students within
the college of business. Issues such as
Computer labs, the College of
Business renovations and classes.
I enjoy meeting people and networking. And in all aspects, am very high
spirited, ambitious, and I consider
myself to be a very positive person. If
elected, I will uphold my duties to the
shidents, clubs and organizations on
campus, Associated students and the
College of Business to the best of my
ability.
Megan Dunn
« Spartan Party
As the current Director of Finance for
Alpha Phi International I have
learned first hand all the hard work
that goes into planning and maintaining the finances of a non-profit organization. I have taken an active part
in lowering the accounts receivable
for Alpha Phi, Beta Psi Chapter by
more than $5,000. Working with the
budget for the Associated Students
would give me an opportunity to
make sure the money goes to fun
activities and events. College is a
time for us to learn and have fun. My
past experiences with student government will help me make the 99-00
school year one of the best. I served as
Student Body Secretary prior to coming to San Jose State and worked for
several years closely with a bookkeeper. I previously held the office of
Director of Communications for
Alpha Phi International and served
on the Marketing Committee to promote the organization. I am highly
dedicated to San Jose State and serving as Director of Business of Affairs
would give me the chance to show
you how much I care.

CANDIDATES FOR A.S.
DIRECTOR OF STATE AFFAIRS
Ivan Juarez
« Spartan Party
I’m currently in my third year at San
Jose State Univers4; I’m running for
the position of Director of California
State Affairs (Legislative Affairs). I
feel that I’m highly qualified for the
position due to my involvement with
various organizations that have
developed my leadership skills. I currently hold the position of President
for the Alpha Chapter of Nu Alpha
Kappa fraternity, Inc. I also hold the
Director
of
of
position
Communications for Nu Alpha
Kappa Fratemity’s National Board. I
have also served as secretary for the
United Greek Council for the 1998 fall
term. Being active in both organizations has allowed me to better my
leadership skills as a team player.
CANDIDATES FOR
A.S. DIRECTOR OF
COMMUNICATIONS
Carolina Van der Hoek
« Blue and Gold Party
No biography submitted
DeAnne Miller
« Spartan Party
My name is DeArtne Miller and I am
running for Director of Communications. I am originally from Orange
County where I attended Fullerton
College for two years and eamed my
AA degree in Liberal Studies. I am
now in my junior year, studying to
eam my BA degree in English. At my
previous college, I represented the
student body as a senator in
Associated Students and was the vice
chair of the Programming Committee,
which planned and organized various
activities on campus. Currently, I am
a publicity officer in my residence hall
government and a member of the
Inter-Residence Hall Association.
Outside of school, I have been working at Millers Outpost as assistant
manager for over a year.
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Spartan Party Platform:
If the Spartan Party attains a majority
of the A.S. Board of Directors and
Executive positions, we will accomplish the following goals during the
1999-2000 academic year:
1. To increase shident representation
by filling committees with shidents
that are reflective of the entire student
body. Had this been done before, the
Carl’s Jr. scandal never would have
happened, and students would have
had more of a say in the Joint Library
Project.
2. To lower or eliminate fees charged
by the Student Union to students and
student groups for use of their facilities. We believe that because students
are already charged a Shident Union
fee of $81 dollars per semester, that
they should be allowed to use the
facilities at the lowest possible cost.
3. To start a lap-top check out program. A.S. is currently looking into
the establishment of a computer lab.
Lab-top check outs would work much
in the same way as library book check
outs.
4. To start a textbook check out program. Associated Students at San
Francisco State University has a very
successful program of buying textbooks and then checking them out to
students, who qualify for financial
aid, for the semester.
5. To extend the drop deadline until
the last day of classes with no more
than a professors signature. This can
be done with our 7 shidents in the
Academic Senate.
6. To lobby the state legislature for
more CSU funding and lower student
fees.
Please vote "Spartan" on March 17th
or 18th.
With my experience in publicity and
my academic emphasis ill English, I
believe that I am an excellent candidate for the position of Director of
Communications. Not only do I have
a strong background in publicity and
leadership, but I have the creativity
and initiative necessary for the job.
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Given this opportunity, I know that
wW be able to actively represent the
students of San Jose State University
as well as the conununity.
CANDIDATES FOR A.S.
DIRECTOR OF COMMUNITY
AFFAIRS
Sheree Hoggro
Independent
For the past four years I have dedicated myself to education. I still hold
that goal in perspective as my first
priority.
However, the lessons
teamed throughout my process have
helped mold me into the highly
respected individual I am today.
In the past arid present, I hold as a
valuable asset to Sart Jose State and
the surrounding community. I was a
Residential Advisor in Moulder Hall
through 1995-1996. In this occupation, I served as a resource for students and facilitated programs on
diversity and cultural sensitivity. I
held the position of Executive
Secretary for the Black Student Union
(1995-1997) for two consecutive
terms. Currently, I hold the position
of Student Advisor for the 1999 Black
Graduation Committee. I am a proud
member of the Air Fore Reserve and I
volunteer at Loaves arid Fishes food
bank. With contributions from my
military experience, I have developed
a motivational system that I use daily.
It includes 1. G,od 2. Excellence in all
that I do 3. Integrity.
As Director of Community Affairs I
would enhance current conditions of
our campus climate. Student organizations and the downtown community will be well informed on planned
events and pertinent issues. My job
would be to serve as an umbrella of
inforrnation for all parties to utilize. I
feel students should vote for me
because I have a positive attitude and
the organizational skills needed to
master the networking required. And
I have the desire to work effectively
and efficiently with all types people.
Heidi Hofschulz
Blue and Gold Party
5

College is said to be the best four
years of one’s life. There are countless
opportunities to participate in campus and community activities.
During the past five semesters at San
Jose State University, I feel that I have
been active both academically and in
extracurricular activities. Through
my involvement in various clubs and
organizations, I have come in contact
with students from diverse backgrounds. I also have had the opportunity to work closely with various
faculty and staff members in and out
of the classroom.
I see myself as a motivated individual
who can take on any task and prove
to be successful in the end. The activities in which I am involved have
helped to build upon my leadership,
conununication, and organization
skills.
I
joined
Alpha
Phi
International, where I served as
Director of Scholarship for the year of
1998. I am the current Vice President
of Finance for the Panhellenic
Council. I enjoy playing for Alpha
Phi
in
Inter-Sorority
Sports.
Academic involvement cannot be forgotten amongst other activities. I was
elected Class Representative for a
Computer Engineering course, which
included holding study sessions,
answering questions, and taking concerns to the professor. I am also the
Coordinator for Society of Women
Engineers’ major spring fund-raiser.
Taking part in these activities has
shown me how to balance activities in
my life, and that is something I would
like to share with the SJSU Student
Body.
CANDIDATES FOR
A.S. DIRECTOR OF
ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS
Anthony Mitchell
Spartan Party
No biography submitted
Richard Boyd
Blue and Gold Party
Richard "RC" Boyd- is in his second
year at San Jost State University. He

majoring
in
is
Mechanical
Engineering. Since Richani has been
on campus he has been irwolved in
several different organizations and
committees. In his first year at SJSU
he was a member of the Multicultural
Director Search Committee and a
New
Student
Advising
artd
Orientation
(N.S.A.0)
Leader.
Richard was also the parliamentarian
for the Inter- Residences Hall
Association (I.R.H.A). While working
with IRHA, Richard was appointed to
the position of Chair of Sponsorship
for the Pacific Affiliate of College and
University
Residence
Hall
Association
1998
conference.
Currently, Richarrl is a member of the
Student Fairness Committee, A.S.
Athletic Board and the Multicultural
Advisory Council. In addition to
being on these committees, Richard is
also a Student Assistant for NSAO.
Just this past semester Richard was a
member of the A.S. Rules Committee.
Richard is also a member of the Black
Alliance of Scientist and Engineers
(B.A.S.E). His position within BASE is
parliamentarian. In addition to the
club and the conunittees that Richard
sits, on he is also a Residential
Advisor for Moulder Hall.
CANDIDATES FOR A.S.
DIRECTOR OF ETHNIC
AFFAIRS
Lisa Reyes
Spartan Party
Lisa Reyes is my name, and politics is
my game. Vote for me, vote once,
vote twice, the reason why? I’m real
nice! But seriously, what is the key?
It’s all about the minorities. Policies
and information the things essential
to our San Jose State nation. I have a
goal, a deep desire, for San Jose State,
my heart’s on fire. I have a voice; I
want to be heard! Organized, deterntined, not a nerd. So, for the 1999
A.S. Election, remember me because I
am the right selection. When you
vote for DIRECTOR OF ETHNIC
AFFAIRS
Remember LISA REYES!
I REALLY CARE!.
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CANDIDATES FOR
A.S. DIRECTOR OF
INTERCULTURAL AFFAIRS
Carlos Jimenez
Spartan Party
No biography submitted
CANDIDATES FOR A.S.
DIRECTOR OF PERSONNEL
Rafael Chavez
Spartan Party
. My rationale for seeking this position is my confidence and competence. I have been involved in student
life throughout my collegiate years. I
have held office as arid been awarded
for the following:
- 1995 Cerritos College Certificate of
Service (Spring)
- 1995 Cerritos College Certificate of
Service (Fall)
- 1995 Cerritos College Senator
- 19% San Jose State Resident Advisor
- 1997 A.S. 55 Award Recipient
- 1997 Finance Committee Member
I have some issues I hope to
address during my term as Director of
Personnel. These issues are as follows:
(1) survey and restore lighting on
campus to improperly lighted areas,
(2) initiate the policy to bring a trolley
service for night students and (3)
begin the legislative process to limit
parking in the surrounding neighborhoods to the students that reside in
these homes (.5 mile radius).
’This election is simply the beginning of my lifelong commitment to
community affairs. Thank you!
Respectfully, Rafael Chavez Jr.
Elena Bannister
. Blue and Gold Party
Hi, my name is Elena Bannister.
As a second year shident, I have been
encouraged to run for the Director of
Student Resource Affairs. During the
past year I have served as
Corresponding Secretary and a part of
the New Member Education team for
Alpha Omicron Pi International
Sorority. I have also have been a representative for the All Greek Council,

an organization for continuous
improvement in the Greek system
and surrounding conununity.
Upon election of the Director of
Student Resoture Affairs, I plan to
take an active role in the Academic
Senate to ensure fairness in student
affairs, admission and instruction by
not only understanding, but supporting your needs and requests to secure
the finest possible experience for you
at San Jose State University. As the
liaison of Associated Students I will
provide exceptional updates and
demands of Admissions, Financial
Aid, and Student Outreach to guarantee the student body satisfaction and
ease while engaging in resources on
campus. I will also accept and provide ideas towards improvement
regarding the accessibility and content of resources on campus.
As a member of the Blue and
Gold Party I promise to continue the
level of excellence our team provides
and to proceed with our main goals of
service and outreach.
CANDIDATES FOR
A.S. DIRECTOR OF
SPONSORED PROGRAMS
William Hauser
Spartan Party
My is William Hauser, people who are
familiar with me refer to me as BJ. I
am running for Associated Students
Director of Sponsored Programs. In
the 1998-99 school year, I served as
Treasurer for my residence hall goverrunent. I am a Finance major, who
transferred from Rutgers University. I
have served various positions in
numerous organizations including
Air Force ROTC, student governments, Latin Honor Society, and
FBLA. I have been involved in various intramural athletics including
basketball, volleyball, tennis, and soccer. With various organizations, I
have planned events ranging from
fundraising events to retreats to
proms.
As Director of Sponsored Programs I
can use my Imowledge of rmance in

working on the finance committee,
and experience in recreation on the
A.S. Campus Recreation Advisory
Board and the other committees. As
chair of the Associated Students
Special Events Committee I will be
open to any new and fresh ideas that
our fellow students have. I will use
my knowledge and experience along
with the ideas of fellow students and
residents of San Jose State University
to help further the influence of students in Associated Students.
Ronald Jackson
<, Blue and Gold Party>,
Ronald Jackson, Sr. met Jam
Marie Staples in 1977. The rest they
say is history.
In 1979 in the materrtity ward of
Kaiser Hospital Oakland, I was
brought into this world by Dr. George
Lewak, who amazingly is still my
doctor.
I have always been the "coolest"
guy amund. Not "cool" as in "hip",
but cool meaning calm. On my first
day of school ever my parents were
shocked when I didn’t throw a
tantrtun as they headed for the door. I
am also the only kid I know that didn’t cry while receiving my first haircut.
To make an unbelievably long
story short, being myself has made
me popular in school from elementary to college.
In 1996, I was accepted into SJSU
and began my career here in the fall of
the same year. I am a declared
Journalism major. However, I am
considering doubling that with Social
Work. Since my childhood years, I
have always wanted to help others.
From making people aware of what
was going on to just giving advice, it
didn’t matter.
In an effort to build up my community, I pleged Phi Beta Sigma
Fratemity, Inc. in the spring of 1998.
Through many different conununity
service projects, I get this done.
I am running for the Director of
Sponsored Programs position. With
insight on running programs for my
Fraternity, I hope to bring something
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new to the table to make all campus
events a success in the eyes of everyone.
CANDIDATES FOR
A.S. DIRECTOR OF
STUDENT RIGHTS &
RESPONSIBILITES
Amy White
o Blue and Gold Party
My name is Amy M. White, and I am
nmning for Director of Student Rights
and Responsibilities. I am currently a
sophomore political science major,
and I hope to teach government, history and economics at the high school
level. I have worked with many leadership organizations and look forward to using my experience to serve
I believe that all students
you.
deserve the best experience and education at SJSU, and knowing our
rights and responsibilities as students
is imperative to our success. As
Director of Student Rights and
Responsibilities, I plan to promote the
awareness of students’ rights and to
represent you in an efficient and effective mariner. As a member of the Blue
and Gold party, I will work collectively to obtain the goals set forth in the
party platform. Thank you for considering me for the Director of
Student Rights and Responsibilities
position when you vote. I look forward to an erciting and productive
year.
CANDIDATES FOR
A.S. DIRECTOR OF
STUDENT SERVICES
Michelle Pollara
Spartan Party
No biography submitted
BALLOT MEASURES &
PRO-CON STATEMENTS
Measure "N" - Bylaw Amendments
to Article III, Section II (Board of
Directors Membership).
Shall the Associated Students Bylaws be
amended to read as follows:
The members of the Board of

2.
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Directors shall be:
Existing Bylaw -A vote of "no" will
keep the Board of Directors’ titles as
the following:
Director of Academic Affairs, Director
of Business Affairs, Director of
California State Affairs, Director of
Communications,
Director
of
Community Affairs, Director of
Enviromental Affairs, Director of Ethnic
Affairs, Director of Intercultual Affairs,
Director of Non-Traditional Minority
Affairs, Director of Personnel, Director
of Sponsored Programs, Director of
Student Rights and Responsibilities,
Director of Student Services.
Bylaw Change -A vote of "yes" will
change the Board of Directors’ titles to
the following:
Director of Business Affairs, Director of
Legislative Affairs, Director of Campus
Advising
Affairs,
Director
of
Communications, Director of Campus
Climate Affairs, Director of Community
Affairs, Director of Extracurricular
Affairs, Director of Faculty Affairs,
Director of Goveming Affairs, Director
of Programming Affairs, Director of
Student Resource Affairs, Director of
Student Rights and Responsibilities,
Director of Student Fee Affairs.
Pro Statement
Vote yes on Measure N!
The A.S. Board of Directors recently
unanimously approved revisions the
thirteen Board of Directors responsibilities in order to better reflect the needs of
the student body and increase shident
representation in the University. ’The
existing titles have not been changed for
almost 20 years, and do not correlate
with the revised Board of Directors
responsibilities. If the titles do not
change, your Board of Directors will
have titles that have nothing to do with
their responsibilities. This will cause
much confusion to the campus as a
whole. A "yes" vote on this measure
will bring your Board of Directors into
the 21st century. This measure has no
fiscal impact.
Supported by:
Heather Cook, A.S. President, Meghan
Horrigan, A.S. Vice-President, Lynn
Vierra, A.S. Controller, Leo Davila, A.S.
Director of Califomia State Affairs, Rai-

Director of
mon Barnes, A.S.
Anthony
Communications,
Director
of
A.S.
Drummond,
Community Affairs, Kristina Palos, A.S.
Director of Student Rights &
Responsibilities, The Blue & Gold Party

Heather Cook

Con Statement:
No statement submitted.
Measure "0" - Bylaw Amendments
to Article III, Section V (Standing
Boards and Committees)
Shall the Associated Students Bylaws be
amended to read as follows:
SECTION V. The Board of Directors
shall have the authority to create boards
and committees as outlined in the Board
of Directors’ Rules of Procedure.
Standing boards and corrunittees shall
include, but not be limited to:
1.
2.
3.

Davila’s idea.s, such as r
with the California Su
and implementing e
Services advisory committee
endorsement. Even though
the A.S., strong in bylaw i
polished professional, Devitt
ability to identify and adapt

Finance Committee
Rules Committee
Election Board

Pro Statement
Vote yes on Measure 0!
The Associated Shidents committees
have gone through many changes in the
past few years. Some have been eliminated, some no longer serve their functions, and others have been integrated
into other committees. The Board of
Directors also created the Rules
Committee which exists for the purpose
of annually reviewing and updating the
Associated Shidents Bylaws, Rules of
Procedure, and Acts. Standing Boards
that are included in the bylaws maintain the stability of Associated Students.
This measure has no fiscal impact.
Supported by:
Heather Cook, A.S. President, Meghan
Horrigan, A.S. Vice-President, Lynn
Vierra, A.S. Controller, Leo Davila, A.S.
Director of Califomia State Affairs, RaiMon Barnes, A.S. Director of
Communications,
Anthony
Drummond,
A.S.
Director
of
Community Affairs, Kristina Palos, A.S.
Director of Student Rights &
Responsibilities, The Blue & Gold Party

Kristina Palos

"

Dnimmond gets the D
even though Palos hal
in taking over as dir
and responsibilities. Drumm
on how to garner student out

Contr
Rai-mon Barnes

Con Statement
No statement submitted.
"lloo-lanis (2/3) ’,wanly of the ootes cast in at election
shell be required fia the alopliat of the maned amend
myna " (A.S. Bylaws: Article IX. Sectaat 11.1
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